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Celebrating 66 Years In The Tampa Bay Area
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SEE PAGE 15

More Gang
Me11bers
Arrested
For Drugs
SEE PAGE 2

EAST TAMPA WELCOMES
NEW CLASSROOM TEACHERS
The trees that are
growing are
tomorrow's forest

Recently, members of the East Tampa community extended a hardy welcome to several new teachers, principals, and other supportive staff. The
event was held at the Orange Grove Middle Magnet School. This marked the
6th Annual Celebration held by East Tampa. Among those in attendance at the
event were new Oak Park Elementary School instruct9rs: Ms. Adriane Henry,
who will teach first grade; Ms. Tanya Crabtree, who is assigned to a kindergarten class; Oak Park Principal, ·Ms. Joyce Miles; and Ms. Thamara Merus,
who will also teach first grade. (Photography by BRUNSON).
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'Operation Gang's Over' Targets
Alleged Gang Members

Labor oav Fun
Fest Planned
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
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DARRYL DUNSON

TRESTON GIPSON

JOHNTHAN HARRIS

SADONIE KITCHEN

KAYVUIS PRINGLE

DARRELL RANDALL
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Several individuals were
arrested during a crackdown
on gangs in the area. A
spokesperson for the Hillsborough County Sheriffs Office said the investigation is
continuing.
Detectives launched the
roundup last Thursday marning in an attempt to arrest 52
suspects. More than 28 were
arrested on a variety of
charges.
Major Donna Lusczynski of the Hillsborough
County Sheriffs Office said
"Operation Gang's Over"
began in January 2010, and
police have identified at least
42 of the suspects as being either confirmed gang mem.bers or associates of gangs.
The gangs are identified are
the: Bloods, Westside, Black
MOB, and Progress Village.
During the investigation,
undercover officers reportedly purchased 24 guns that
ranged from handguns to AK47S. Police said several of the
guns were reported stolen.

CRAIG ROBINSON

IVAN VASQUEZ

Officers also purchased 3
kilograms of cocaine, more
than a kilogram of methamphetamines, and more than
half a kilogram of crack cocaine.
Major Lusczynski said
some of the individuals arrested during this investigation were arrested earlier
during "Operation Under
Pressure" that took place earlier this month. As of Friday,
32 peoople had been taken
into custody.
The investigation . was a

joint oper~tion between the
Hillsborough County Sheriffs
Office, the Department of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms,
and the Drug Enforcement
Administration. She also
stated that some of the suspects could be facing federal
indictments as well.
Police arrested: Stacy
Barton, . 29; Andrew Cisneros, 21; Darryl Dunson,
20; Daniel Farias, 22;
Adolfo
Garza,
23;
Edelmiro Garzo, 53; Treston Gipson, 15; Fernando Gonzalez-Torres,
· 41; Joseph Gracia, 65;
Johnathan Harris, 21;
Agustin Heredia,
27;
Sadonie Kitchen, 23;
Michael McNaughton, 36;
Sarah Payne, 20 ; and
Nicole Patrick, 18.
Others arrested were:
Kayvuis
Pringle,
20;
Steven Raker, 34; Hualy
Ramos, 20 ; Darrell Randall, 21; Michael Renner,
44; Craig Robinson, 24;
Pedro Salazar-Lopez, 27;
Paul Sarichez, 22; Irene
Stewart, 43; Rex Turner,
52; Ivan Vasquez, 26; and
Leonardo Vidal, 20.
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Hours: Friday 9 A.M.·7 P.M
Monday - Saturday
9 A.M.-6 P. M.
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Accepted
ATM Machine On Premises

Fish * Crabs* Shrimp
Fresh & Smoked Mullet
Snapper * Sheap
Live Blue Crabs
N

w
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NOW COOKING THURSDAY- SATU

3608N.1Sth(cornerOfLake) 813.247. 128

of times, people are looking
for s~rvices or products and
they are readily available right
Members of the community in their communities, but they
will have an opportunity to don't know it. This is a chance
enjoy an outing on Labor Day. for everyone to come together
The event will be held on in a festive atmosphere and
Monday, September 61h, from just get to know each other.
The business owners can
11 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The event is being hosted bring their families and interby Gary Onzy and will be act with the people who paheld at True Holiness Church, tronize their businesses.
38oo N. Nebraska Avenue.
This is the first time that
Among the things those in at- Onzy has attempted to bring
tendance will enjoy includes the community together in
entertainment, face painting, this manner. He plans to
moon walk and cotton candy, make this a yearly event.
Bishop and Mrs. Alto
free food, free haircuts, and
Blanding,
of True Holiness
many other activities designed
for all ages. The event will Church are really doing a lot.
offer something for the entire They are letting me use their
property, helping with the
family in a safe environment.
"I hear a lot of businesses food and they are even passcomplain and a lot of people ing out flyers. I'm really
complain about different thankful for their help."
Onzy is the owner of
things. So I decided why not
turn this holiday into an event Bounce Boy (formerly Jump
where the consumers can Zone), and comes into contact
meet with the business own- with members of the commuers and the business owners nity.
This is his way of helping to
can network with the commubring the community to.;
nity," Onzy said.
He further stated that a lot . gether.

Mother, Daughter·
Go From Homeowner
To Being Homeless
When Helen Swindell's
father became ill a few years
ago, she returned to her childhood home on Columbus
Drive and 32"d Street to care
for him. She had no idea that
her father had taken out a
loan on the property for
$136,000 and was in default.
When her father passed,
Ms. Swindell found out she
was being held responsible for
the lien oh the house, although she wasn't the actually
owner.
Last month, a violent storm
sent a nearby tree crashing
through the roof of the bedroom of the home, and that
marked the beginning of the
end for Ms. Swindell's occupancy of the house. Within a
week, she and her daughter
found themselves evicted with
most of their belongings put
on the curb outside the house
where passersby helped themselves.
"I had to borrow money so
we could rent a motel room
for a couple of days. Beyond
that, I had no idea where we
could be living. I considered

me and my daughter to be
homeless."
U. S. Congresswoman
Kathy Castor's aide, Chloe
Coney, heard about Ms.
Swindell's situation and
contacted the Tampa Housing
Authority and other agencies
to see if they could help.
According to THA Senior
Leroy
Vice-President,
Moore, their agency does not
operate an emergency housing program.
"Ms. Swb,dell would have
to already be on our waiting
list and at the top in order to
be served in our public housing or Section 8 Program.
"I will contact a representative with the Homeless Coalition Board to see if they can
direct _her for any emerg~ncy
assistance."
·
Currently, M~.· Swindell ·
and her daughter are living
with her grandmother, and
that situation is temporary.

Reporter
Leon ' B.
Crews can be reached at
(813)

248-0724,

or e-

rn"iziled at lcrews@flsentinel.com.
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Officials sav Man Posed
As Student, Anempted

To Enroll In School

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

BYIRISB.HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

JULIOUS THREATIS

... held without bond

complete paperwork.
Hegerty said Principal,
Marcos Murillo was walking through the lunchroom
and noticed Jordan. "He
said the kid looked older than
14 and even remarked to
someone else that he looked
older."
Hegarty said that while the
young man was in custody of
DCF that his cell phone rang
and someone in the room answered. When the caller was
asked who he or she was trying to reach, the caller gave
the name Julious Threatts.
Hegarty said at that point,
the story began to unravel.
Chad Jordan was identified
as
21-year
Julious
Threatts·. Threatts was
charged with trespassing on
school property and giving a
false name to law enforcement.
Hegarty said
after
Threatts was arrested, it was
learned that he had played
football with a little league
team during the summer,
posing as a 14-year-old student.
He is currently being held at
the Hillsborough County Jail
without bond for violation of
probation, jail records show.

in Tampa, Andrea Bryant
didn't really know what she
wanted to do in life. However, she knew that whatever
she chose, she would be successful.
While a student, Andrea
began working as an inserter
for the Florida Sentinel
Bulletin and continued to
do so for several years. After
graduating from Middleton
in 2005, she entered the
workforce.
However, it didn't take long
for her to realize that she
wanted more than a job, she
wanted a career. "I wanted to
go into the Navy, but everyone said I shouldn't because
of the war,'' she recalls.
However, after Andrea
spoke with a recruiter, she
decided to enter the U. S.
Army. She kept her decision
a secret until the day before
she left.
"I didn't tell anyone. I told
my mom the day before I left
and she didn't believe me
until the recruiter arrived the
next morning to pick me up.
She was upset," the young
lady said.
Not sure that she would
like the military, Andrea
only signed up for 15 months.
At the end of that time, she
returned home. But, in less
than 6 months, she realized
there were no jobs available
and returned to the military.
Today, Andrea is Sgt.
Andrea Bryant, currently
assigned to Fort Bragg as a
Supply Sgt. Prior to joining
the military, Andrea said
she had never been north of
Savannah, Georgia, nor had
she ever flown in an airplane.
In the last four years, she
has experienced extensive
travel and now jumps out of
airplanes.

School Board To Vote
On Teacher's Contract
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editol"'h

On Tuesday afternoon, members of the Hillsborough County School Board will decide whether
to approve the teacher's contract. If approved, the contract will reflect much of the same schedule
as last year.
Among the points of interest in the contract is a 2% raise for the teachers, the entire week of
Thanksgiving out of school, and the same number of early release days as students had last year.
Steve Hegarty, spokesman for the Hillsborough County School District said, "When the school
board meets on Tuesday, they will either vote to approve the contract or reject it. They will not
discuss any one issue that is included in it."
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As a youngster growing up

An adult was arrested and

charged after he allegedly attempted to enroll in school.
He was reportedly attempting
to enroll in a middle school.
According to Steve
Hegarty, spokesperson for
the Hillsborough County
Sheriff's Office, a young man
attempted to register at Webb
Middle School on the first day
of school. However, the
young man appeared at the
school without his parents
and without any paperwork.
"When this happens, we try
to figure out where the student should be and if he is at
the right school. When he told
- officials at the school that he
was homeless, we called in
the social workers and the
Department of Children and
Families (DCF) to make sure
he wasn't a runaway."
Hegarty stated that if children are homeless, the school
district does everything they
can to accommodate them
~nd call the social workers to
work with the student.
Hegarty said as the day
progressed, the young man,
who had told school officials
that he was 14 and had given
the name of Chad Jordan,
was sent to the cafeteria to
eat. After Jordan finished
eating, it was determined that
he was not a runaway. He was
taken off the campus by DCF .
to determine where he belonged. He never enrolled in
the school nor did he attend
any classes. He was kept in a
room with other students
who couldn't begin class for
various reasons ranging from
needing immunizations to in-

Young Woman Seeks
Career In Militarv

SGT. ANDREA 'SISTA' BRYANT

... Plans to make career in military

When asked what made
her decide to become a paratrooper, her answer was, "Career progression. I tried it
and it was fun. It was an
adrenaline rush."
Andrea said she has no
regrets about her choice.
"The military is not hard. It's
a great place to have a career,
you get to travel, and you
never have to worry about
getting laid off."

Andrea said she comes
home about every 3 months
to visit with her mom, Ms.
Regina Bryant, her grandmother, Mrs. Willie Mae
Bryant, her 7 older brothers, and friends.
She is married to a fellow
military man, Rashad
Brown, and the mother of
3-year-old Quinton. When
time allows she enjoys playing basketball and rapping.
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AUTO ACCIDENT REFERRAL SERVICE
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News Alert: The Ftorida Law States That You May Be
Entitled To $1 0,000 For Loss Wages And Medical care...

IRIIProttJssionalStJIVictJI
• Personalized Service Support and Help 'from
the beginning to the end
• Attorneys - An Attorney
will come to you at home
or work - No Recovery,
No~
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• Investigators - If there is
a dispute on how the accident occured
• Transportation Available
• Auto Repair - Body Shop
• Medical ,Care ·Provided
• Phannacy - Free Delivery
• Specializing In: Car, Bus,
Bicycle, Motorcycle, Slip
& Fall, Pedesbian Incidents, Loss Wages,
Wrongful Death And
More...

Call Michelle B. Patty
Local: 813-495-37021 Toll Free: 1-866-352-4200
Available 24 Hours ADay /7 Days AWeek
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or---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------iij editorials/Columns

the RepubliGan Party. Our
own Governor Charlie
Crist is a good example of
the Republican Party purge.
I can imagine that there
are some solid Americans associated with the Tea Party. I
know that there are some unAmericans who are either
members or associated with
the Tea Party. I call them uriAmericans because · they
preach racism, hate, demagoguery and seek to divide
our nation, rather than to
unify it.
Respected Republican
Colin Powell once said, the
Republican Party was not the
party for Black people. Did
he say this because that party
subscribes to the same principles of hate and fear mongering as does the Tea Party?
Really! Just how closely related are the two parties?

Ask yourselves, is the Tea
Party the modern day version of the Ku Klux Klan?
Is this playing the race
card? Heck no! It is simply
telling the truth. Watch cable
. television and listen to their
conversations and read the
signs they carry.
Are these messages what
America is about? Of course
not. Read the UJ1ited States
Constitution, it will tell you
that this country is not about
the lies, the hate and the
racism.
If you are going to read the
.Constitution, you had better
hurry. The Tea Party and its
Republican counterparts are
trying to change the Constitution to incorporate their
racist beliefs and philosophies. These folks don't propose
amending
the
Constitution, they intend to
change it.
There is a thin line between
love and hate. There is an
even thinner line between
the Tea..Party and the Republican Party. It appears to me
that the two parties are separate. The Tea Party has infiltrated the Republican
Party and is taking it over.

In 1906, the church began
construction of the building
on the corner of Harrison
and Marion Streets and became St. Paul AME Church.
Completed in 1915, the
church financed the building
of the church with funds borrowed from two Black organizations, the Grand Lodge
Knights ofPhythias and Central Life Insurance Company.
The Church's historical documents recount how St.
Paul's members bonded together over the years to raise
funds to support the church
and retire the mortgage debt
by 1945. Members signed
personal guarantees for
church loans, held fish fries,
bake sales, hayrides and
fashion shows to raise
monies.
Among the 44 names on the
roster of church leadership
are included names such as
Revt?rends James Long,
J ~ · Braswell, L. R. Brayboy, S. A. Cousins, J. A.
Roberts, Leroy Kennon,
Grandville W. Reed, III
and current pastor, Rev.
Bryant Fayson, Sr.
The families of many of
Tampa's educators, business
owners, doctors, lawyers,
civil rights leaders and labor
leaders attended St. Paul.

Names of families such as
Dr. R. R. Williams, A. J.
Ferrell, Rowena Brady,
Lee
Davi~,
Herbert
Charles, John Evans,
Richard Pride, Kelly
Bolden, Leroy Nelson,
James Hargrett, Sr., Ben
Griffin and Robert Saunders filled the church rolls.
Before and after desegregation, St. Paul served as "the
meeting place" for civil rights
organizations, voting rights
workshops and voter registration marches and drives
and NAACP rallies.
Local community organizations, civic and fraternal
groups such as the Elks,
Knights of Phythias and National Council of Negro
Women held meetings in the
church sanctuary and basement. Through the years, notables such as Paul
Robeson, A. Phillip Randolph, Mary McLeod
Bethune, Jackie Robinson, Benjamin Mays,
Benjamin Hooks, Julian
Bond and President Bill
Clinton spoke from St.
Paul's pulpit. ·
Between 1975 and 1982, St.
Paul was designated a National Historical site and was
declared a historical landmark between 1987 and
1990. Many of you know that
the "church" is in the hearts
of its members, not the
bricks, mortar and steeple of .
a building. Thus, St. Paul as
we know it will simply relocate to another building that
requires less expensive upkeep and restoration. We
shall w~tch and pray.
Harambee.
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The Vote Isn't Over

I

tatisticians will tell it. And it will be repeated on
the news. Nearly twice the number of voters voted
early during this primary election year in Hillsborough
County than during the most recent Presidential election. We commend Black voters and · all .voters for
showing up at the polls. However, it is critical that voters show up at the polls again for the general election
on November 2nd.
We remind all individuals eligible to vote that you
still have an opportunity to vote if you register to vote
by October 4 1h. The upcoming election for Florida's
governor and the Congressional Senate race will be decided by close margins. So, we need every voter to partic~pate in the November election.
Predictors say primary elections are never landslides. Too many people wait for the so-called "real
thing." But we say, "Practice makes perfect, bad practice as well as good practice." So, if you voted, congratulations. But if you did not vote in the primary election
and refuse to vote in the general election, we hope you
will be happy with what you're going to get.
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Farewell, St. Paul AME
On Harrison Street

~
~

M

ost observers will forever discuss the events
which took place at St. Paul AME Church's 4 o'clock service, last Sunday. But a few of us will also discuss what happened, that Sunday morning, as a small
congregation met, for a final time beneath the rafters
of a cathedral that must in truth have been copied
from the blueprints of Noah's Ark• .
They sang, "We Shall Overcome." The pastor wept,
as did other congregation members, choir members
and strangers whose memories of this grand gospel
lady, better known as St. Paul African Methodist Episcopal Church connected with the song they sang. For,
"We Shall Overcome" had indeed, become an anthem
when a youthful looking Martin Luther King, Jr.
manned St. Paul's pulpit, and the audience intoned,
"Deep in my heart, I will believe, we shall overcome,
some day."
Yes, those were the days of majesty ... when aU
Southern civil rights roads led to that big red brick
cathedral on Harrison and Marion Streets. But now,
its doors are closed. Optimistic voices, which include
~ AME Elders, promise St. Paul's "good-bye" is "not
C!J gone." But we heard a tradition sigh, last Sunday, and
we felt a bottomless sadness. St. Paul AME, goodbye.

if

henever the Tea
Party is mentioned,
several qu~tions come to my
mind.
Questions like who or what
is the Tea Party? Is it a part
of the Republican Party? Is it
a third party? And even, is it
for real?
Just what is the relationship between the Tea Party
and the Republican Party?
I often hear of registered
Republicans being referred
to as Tea Party candidates.
That makes me wonder if the
Tea Party is just an adjective
used to describe certain kind
of Republicans. I do know
that the Tea Party has had an
immense effect on the Republican Party.
The Tea Party has affected
the Republican Party so
much, until the tea baggers
are driving Republicans from

L

ast Sunday, as I sat and
soaked in the beauty
and grandeur of the historic
downtown St. Paul African
Methodist Episcopal (AME)
Church, I was filled with both
sadness and hope. Worshippers filled the pews of the
church in numbers reminiscent of the 6o's and 70's for a
Celebration of Transition
service, the last religious
service of St. Paul AME
Church to be held in the
building.
Memories of the spiritfilled sermons and music
that shook the rafters of St.
Paul on Sundays and during
visits of national dignitaries
to the area washed over me.
Indeed, I felt blessed to have
been a frequent witness of
· the history and legacy of this
great edifice.
St. Paul was organized on
June 10, 1870 by Presiding
Elder Thomas Warren
Long at the corner of Tampa
and Harrison Streets as
Brush Harbor Mission in an
area that had been filled With
palmettos and brush. Later,
renamed Mount Moriah
AME Church and relocated
to Marion Street between
Harrison
and
Fortune
Streets, the church continued
to grow.

Today's Birthday-- If you experience moments of doubt or sadness this year, take each one as an indication that your creative flow is
about to experience an upswing. To keep ideas flowing, make little
notes to yourself so you can come back to an inspiration later and run
with it.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) - Apply all of your intelligence to enjoying this day. Worries about work dissolve when you allow others to
be comfortable with their decisions.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) - Situations demand formality today.
This doesn't mean tuxedo and diamonds. It's more about your respectful demeanor. Use good manners.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) - Dreams really can come true
today. All you neea to do is apply your energy in the right direction,
and you already know what that is.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)- Get down to practical matters
as early as possible. Others want to chat and drink coffee. Steer them
back towards a purposeful priority.
·
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)- Today you discover that you
truly loveyour work. Imagination and practicality play together. You
espeCially love the free time ahead.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)- You're comfortable at home
today, so remain there if you can. You need the down time, so reassert
your independence. Take a personal day.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)- Get back into the swing of things
this week by applying creative images from dreams or meditation. They
come together logically.
Aries (March 21-April19) - Apply your best effort to care for
an older person. Balance is needed. Compassion is the key ingredient.
Make that your top priority.
Taurus (April2o-May 20)- Previous efforts pay off big time .
today, as a senior team member approves the overall plan and direction. Now get moving!
Gemini (May 21-June 21) - Characters and symbols from last
night's dream support romantic or recreation-al endeavors. Use them
also to complete necessary work.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) --Use all your imagination and talent to develop a list of options. The group leader will appreciate con- crete choices. Leave nothing to chance.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) - You have tons of work today, and
plenty of energy to accomplish your priorities. Stick to your own plan
as much as possible without causing problems for others.
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Attending a Black and White Ball are (L-R): Ruby Johnson, Gwen Woodard
and Eileen Williams.
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SOAPS
ALL MY CHILDREN - David wants to know what's upsetting
Madison; David considers destroying the evidence he has against
Greenlee; Scott and JR argue. Caleb asks Krystal to attend Palmer's
party with him; Marissa and JR break the news to AJ about their divorce; Angie has another visual-orientation attack. Miranda is rushed
to the hospital; Greenlee finds the key that Liza gave to David; Ryan
and Greenlee map out their plan.
AS THE WORLD TURNS - Alison finds something in Casey's
room that leads to a discussion of their future ; Reid's mysterious patient is finally revealed. A private burial is held for Nancy; the Hughes
family, and those close to Nancy, decide to honor her memory. Against
doctor's orders, Chris pushes his body to the limit; Noah finds it hard
to digest that he and Luke will just remain friends.
BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL- Bill, Thorne and Liam agree to
undergo DNA testing to determine Liam's paternity; Thorne divulges
the circumstances surrounding his relationship with Liam's mother.
Eric learns he may have another grandson; Liam gets excited about becoming part of a real family; Thorne and Bill confer about the lifechanging news one of them will receive; the name of Liam's father is
revealed. Liam comes to grips with the paternity-test results and the
idea of getting to know his new father; Oliver resigns from his position
at Forrester Creations; Liam's situations leads Hope to ponder reuniting with her own biological father, Deacon.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES- Sami proclaims her love for Rafe; Kate
decides to continue keeping her secret; Will learns about EJ's actions;
EJ breaks down over his loss and Arianna holds him; Daniel arrives
home and is surprised to find that he and Chloe have a new roommate.
EJ confronts Nicole on the pier; Sami has nightmares about EJ;
Stephanie wonders who switched Chloe's paternity results; Nathan's
elbow seizes up during surgery; Caroline gives Arianna a lecture about
family. Nicole remains rattled from her run-in with EJ; Rafe convinces
Sami to play hardball with the kids; Daniel sees a softer side of Nicole
as she breaks down; a despondent EJ passes out after drinking.
GENERAL HOSPITAL- Lulu confronts Carly about paying Brook
Lynn to seduce her man; Lisa claims that Robin tried to kill her; Sonny
makes plans to flee the country and go to Rome. Dante learns of his father's betrayal; Jason, Sam and Lucky risk life and limb to escape the
burning cabin; Lulu is floored after Carly's confession. Tracy busts
Brook Lynn attempting to steal from Edward's bank account; Robin
tells Nik that he did the right thing in letting Liz go; Michael confides
in Jax that he does not want to return to Madison High School.
ONE LIFE TO LIFE - Blair may say "I do" to Eli; Cristian and
Layla are offered opportunities that could separate them; John, Kelly
and Rex figure out that Ross is alive. Ford and James declare a truce;
Starr and Langston sign up for a writing class and learn Ford will be
their teacher; Blair points a gun at Eli. Starr learns that her mother is
in danger; Marty visits Hannah to tell her she knows she wasn't the
one who killed her baby; Eli and Blair wrestle for a gun.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS- Nikki takes another drink, courtesy ofMeggie; Victor has an unexpected reaction to Billy's tattoo. Abby
accuses Ashley of being dependent on men; Nikki has a startling
dream. Chance risks his life to take down the drug ring; Jana gets a
new job for a disturbing reason.
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Gathered for a wedding were: Monica, Michael and Jessica Graham, Harold
Williams, Josephine Mcintosh, I..inda Singleton and Patricia Jackson.
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In this photo from the past are: John Bennett, Roosevelt Harris and Reverend
J. B. Mott.
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Happy birthday wishes
go out to my wife, Alicia
of12 years.
I love you always. Your
husband, Curtis.

ALICIA LOWMAN

Ms. Ollie Hunter, center, with some classmates from Middleton High School: Rev. Louis Jones,
Rosa Lee Jones, Freddie Brown, Robert Nelson, Bernice Hodges, Barbara Reese, Joseph Bodden
and not shown, John Daniel.

St. James House of Prayer Episcopal Church held a surprise birthday party for its member, Mrs.
Ollie Hunter. She was roasted in grand style by various members of the church. There was a special
song dedicated to her and several of her classmates were in attendance.
A surprise birthday brunch was held in the amiex of the church. (Photos by Julia Jackson)
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SHELTON And
ANN REED

SHELTON
REED

We Salute Our Service Men And Women

Area Young Adults Graduate
At Mililarv Bases

Love is unconditional, it stands through the storm and rain.
Baby, it's been a long and rocky road, but we're still standing. We realize that through God everything is possible. So,
we're going to keep leaning on His word and trust in Him,
not the world!!!
Happy birthday, Shelton. Love, your wife, Ann Reed.

After completing all necessary requirements, several
young adult members of the
military recently graduated.
The graduations took place at
several military bases. ·
Pvt. Justin A. Acken
has graduated from basic
combat
training
at
Fort Jackson, Columbia, S.C.
He is the son of Ms. Cyndy
Lang, ofTampa.
Pvt.
Fernando R.
Aguilar graduated from
basic combat training at Fort
Jackson, Columbia, S.C.
He is the son of Edgar and
Vilma Aguilar, of Tampa.
Pvt. Aguilar is a 2008 graduate of Alonso High School.
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64-Year-Oid St. Pete

Woman Wins Lono
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ST. PETERSBURG - Before the Lotto drawing July 24th,
Beverly Samuels stopped at a 7-11 Store on 40th Street and
bought a ticket. Now, the 64-year-old woman has come forward to claim her jackpot winnings.
At the time of the drawing the jackpot was $10 million. Ms.
Samuels took a one-time, lump-sum payment of $6.13 million, according to lottery officials.
The store where Ms. Samuels bought the winning tickets
will get a $30,000 bonus.
Ms. Samuels's ticket as the 65th Winning one bought in
Pinellas County.
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*Quality Care When You Are Not There•
3716 E. Lake Ave (East Tampa)
Phone: 813-621-5038

VPKPROGRAM
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FREE

Meals included
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Pvt. Florencio Alvarez
graduated from Basic Combat
Training
at
Fort Leonard Wood, Waynesville, MO.
Pvt. Alvarez is a 1992
graduate of Leto High
School.
Pvt. Demetreious B.
Bass has graduated from
Basic Combat Training at
Fort Sill, Lawton, OK.
He is the son of Ms. Phyllis Bridges, of and a 2000
graduate of Wharton High
School.
National Guard Pvt. Forrest J. Bernard graduated
from the Infantryman One
Station Unit Training at Fort
Benning, Columbus, GA.
He is the son of Christopher Bernard, of Eldridge
Parkway, Houston, Texas,
and Ms. Brenda Bernard,
Tampa.
Pvt. Bernard graduated
from
Woodlands
High
School, in Spring, Texas, in
2007.
Pvt. Connie M. Clark
graduated from basic combat
training at Fort Jackson, Columbia, SC.
She is the daughter of Ms.
Loretta Adkison, of Kathleen, GA., and niece of Ms.
Darlene Diaz, of Tampa.
Pvt. Clark is a 2000 graduate of H. B. Plant High
School.
Ffc. Hector M. Cox
graduated from basic combat
training at Fort Jackson, Columbia, S.C.

An Alonso High School
2009 graduate, Ffc. Cox is .
the son of Hector Cox, of
Tampa.
Pic. Travis S. Crippin
has graduated from the Multiple Launch Rocket System
(MLRS) Crewmember Advanced Individual Training
course at Fort Sill, Lawton,
OK.
Ffc. Crippin is a 2004
graduate of Leto High
School. He is the son of Scott .
Crippin, of Brooksville, and
Ms. Susan L. Crippin, of
Tampa.
National Guard Pvt.
Kenya D. Johnson graduated from the Multiple
Launch Rocket System Operations/Fire Direction Specialist Advanced Individual
Training (AIT) course at Fort
Sill, Lawton, OK.
He is the son of Ms.
Monica D. Johnson of
Birmingham, AL, and the
nephew of Ms. Stanolla J.
Cooper, Tampa.
Pvt. Johnson graduated
from Wenonah High School,
in Birmingham, in 2008.
Pvt. Christopher W.
Kampmeier has graduated
from
basic
combat
training at Fort Jackson, Columbia, SC.
A 2009 graduate of Durant High School, Kampmeier is the brother of
Lacey Kampmeier, of Valrico and the grandson of Ms.
Barbara Darling.
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WE'RE HERE TO HELP YOU RECOVER.
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New Contact Information and Procedures for Individuals
and Businesses to File Claims for Costs and Damages
resulting from the Deepwater Horizon Incident of
April 20, 201 0
The Gulf Coast Claims Facility (GCCF), administered by Kenneth R. Feinberg, has been
established to assist claimants in filing claims for costs and damages incurred as a result
of the oil spill resulting from the Deepwater Horizon Incident of April 20, 2010. Claims
previously filed with the BP Claims Process have been transitioned to the new GCCF
Claims Facility for review, evaluation and determination by the GCCF.
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You Can Now File Your Claim In One Of The Following Ways:
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1) Online:

By accessing the GCCF Website at:

J!!

www.GulfCoastCiaimsFacility.com.
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2) By Mail:

z

Call our Toll-Free number to receive a copy of the Claim Form by U.S.
Mail. Complete a Claim Form and mail it to:
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Gulf Coast Claims Facility
P.O. Box 9658
Dublin, OH 43017-4958
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3) By Fax:

Complete your Claim Form and fax it to the GCCF at:
1 .866.682.1772.

Visit our website for a complete list of locations. A Claims Evaluator will
assist you with the filing process.
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4) Visit one of our Claims Site OHices: Claims offices have been established" in
Alabama, Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi and Texas.

Contactenos para obtener
informacion en espaftol.
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National Deacons Convention In Tampa

e,:, Persons from the Eastern part of the country were in Tampa last month for the National Baptist Deacons Con:) vention of America. There were several services with community participation. The 'Hat Show' on Sunday afternoon
~ at the downtown Hyatt Regency Hotel was one of the lead off events. Deaconesses Geraldine Twine and Sher<( ryl Cusseaux were coordinators.
Judges for the event included Rosa Washington, Sartura Smith, Michelle Maner, Yolanda Anthony
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and Gwen Hayes. (Photos by Julia Jackson)
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BETTY GRANT
Ladies dresses in white during Communion Service night: left
to right, Bettye Grant, Geraldine Twine, Dora Dixon and Sherryl
Cusseaux.

CAROL l4-WRENCE

Workshop instructor, Deaconess Jean Johnson of New
Jersey.
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Deaconess Rita Thomas, Deacon Raymond S~ewart and Lula
RichardS, representing Maryland.
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JERALDINE 'KIKI'
WILLIAMS

DORA DIXON

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Niles
were among those who attended the Deacons Convention.

...Teen Model
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Deaconess Emily Jukes of Orange, New Jersey and Deaconess
Bessie Nelson, Tampa, during the Communion Service.

D.

Deaconess Ann Nelson, Reatha Russ and Mary Nixon.
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END TIME MINISTRIES
ORST ANNUAL WOMEN'S RETREAT

Mrs. Toynetta Williams at
one of the services.

Thursday, Sept. 16, 2010- Satur~.~ y, _S,ept...J8,.2010-~ -··Lal{ewo'Od-Retreat; Brooksv1lle
(30 Minutes North OfTampa)_

Feeling Overwhelmed or Bu.rnt Out fAtely! -..
We Hu:ve Ju.st The Thing For Y0t1!
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Theme
Lord Help Me To See The Treasure Within Me
Begin to see yourself from God's perspective, like never before!

Brenda Wade. In the rear is
Retha Page in Deaconess
'white.'

Models .in sassy hats, Yvonne Douglas and Mable Washington.
In the center is model Mrs. Tommy Robinson.

Correction
Pastor Deanne MeN amara (Center for Loss & Healing)
Prophetess Gail Boles (Center for Manifestation)
Apostle Delossa Harris (End Time MiniStries) ·
Price $150
(inc's meu:ls, lodging, utivities, sessions & matmals)
co
w

~

1st Deposit ($50) Due Sept. 4th • Balance Due Sept. 12, 2010

For more information contact:
(813) 37 4-2126 '/ eminisiries4@tampabay.rr.coro

September
1-3~2010

P.~.

Nightly

The Life In Christ
· Community Ministries Pastor's 8th
~niversary
ad
listed an incorrect
name for the contact
person. The name
should have been
Linda Randall.
We apologize for
any inconveniences.

~
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--~--~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------•rn

Robles Park Group, Grant Park Crime Watch EHort
Citv Come To .ldl•nu
Terms
Helps Get Ganus Busted
On Use II Bul
BYLEONB.CREWS
Sentinel Sta:ffWriter

Betty Stewart, a resident
of the Robles Park Public
Housing Complex, was upset
because she had been denied
use of the Robles Park Recreation Center's main building.
Ms. Stewart's problem was
while she had been repeatedly denied use of the building, other organizations had
used it for their activities.
"It seemed they were trying
to say because I was part of
the kickball team and wanted
to rent the building for that
purpose, I couldn't use it.
"When I tried to rent it for
other events that had nothing
to do with kickball, I was still
told I couldn't use it."
Ms. Stewart said she
would have let the entire situation go if she hadn't noticed church groups and
other organizations holding
events in the building.
"They told me no one was
using the building because .it
had plumbing and roofing issues."
City of Tampa Parks and

Recreation Department Director, Karen Palus, said
the building had been closed
for repairs.
"It may have appeared to
Ms. Stewart from the outside that the building was
being used by these groups,
but they were not using it. If
there was any entry into the
building while it was under
repair, it may have been for
use of the restroom, but nothing else. "
Ms. Palus said r~pairs
have been completed at the
building, and it's available to
anyone or group who qualifies.
"If Ms. Stewart runs into
any problems trying to rent
the building, I want her to
contact me directly and I'll
take care of it. There's no reason she should be denied use
of the building or the kickball
team members."
Reporter Leon B. Crews
can be reached at (813)
248-0724, or e-mailed at
lcrews@flsentinel.co~.

Three Families Homeless
After Apartment Fire
On Sunday morning, Tampa Fire Rescue personnel were
called to the Brookside Apartments on Del Rio Way.
According to Captain Lonnie B~nniefield, when units arrived at the complex, they saw three units in a six unit building
on fire.
No one was injured, but three families were displaced and
have received temporary shelter from the American Red Cross.
A preliminary investigation has revealed that a pot left on a
blaze.
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Photo Lounge;
Consultant

Commerce,
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Ralph ·Johnson was
among the first families to
move into Grant Park, a community that sits between
56th Street and Interstate 4·
Over the past two decades,
the area has experienced an
increasing problem with juveniles in the area, and for
the past five years, gangs had
started organizing.
"Thanks to Tampa Police,
Hillsborough
County
deputies, and the federal
agents, I think we've seen the
last of the gangs in this community," said Mr. Johnson
who is president of the
Neighborhood Association
and Crime Watch Group.
"It was just a bunch of kids,
and they kept law enforcement busy for a long time
trying to keep up with ·them."
Two weeks ago, several

agencies organized a huge
gang roundup in the area,
and since the arrests, Mr.
Johnson said residents feel
more at ease outside their
homes.
"It was bad. People who had
been living out here their entire lives found themselves
scared of the children from
their neighbors. Some of
them were coming from the
outside and setting up shop
on our street corners and at
the park. It had to end sooner
or later."
Tampa Police District III
Crime Watch Liaison, Jason
DeGagne, said they've received praise from the residents.

~~e~~l j~bth;~;;e ~~f:i
We've been pretty aggressive
in that area, and we've
worked closely with the Sher. iff's Office in sharing vital information.
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"A lot of residents were w
afraid to speak out and were :
intimidated. Although the o
Grant Park crime watch c;
group is small, they are active
and its members are not
afraid to take a stand for

their community."
As a result of the efforts of
the community and law enforcement officials, the
Young Godz Gang, and
some of its members, have
been removed from the community.
Among those arrested were
juveniles Kevin Wilson,
J r., 17, J oseph B aez, 17,
and Ronald Duff, 1 4.
Ahmaad Mayo, 26;
Calvin Bolden, 20, Dontae Gamble, 22; Qiana
Paige, 34, Ricky Lozada,
23, and Willie Lee Tarver,
44 were also arrested in the
roundup.

Entertainment

YoungJeezv
Donates School
Supplies To Youth

Kimora Kicked-Out
Of Babv Phatil

KIM ORA SIMMONS

So you like Baby Phat
clothes? Well, if you're buying them because you think
somebody Black owns the
company, well, NOT! The

company was sold, and the
new owners kept Kimora
Simmons on as president.
That was then, now Kimora
Lee Simmons has been
"unceremoniously dumped"
from Baby Phat, sources
close to the ex-model said of
her abrupt exit.
Sources said Simmons is
mulling a possible lawsuit
against owner Kellwood.
"She was blindsided that
Kellwood fired everyone,"
said one. But another Baby
Phat insider said it could
have been a way to slash
costs: "Kimora was going
over-budget."

Mariah AMommieil

MARIAH CAREY
And NICK CANNON

Mariah Carey is four
months pregn a nt. "Th e

Hero" singer and husband,
Nick Cannon are overjoyed, but have decided not
to talk about the pregnancy
publicly. Privately, however,
it's a different story, according to one source, Nick is
sharing the great news with
close friends only.
On Monday, Nick again
dodged the pregnancy question. "I've said it before and
I'll say it time and time again
- wh e n my wife fee ls like
talking about whatever she
wants to talk about, you will
hear it directly from her. "

YOUNGJEEzy

Young Jeezy,is continuing
to do his part to help youth in
his community.
The Street Dreamz
Foundation head has been
known for his willingness to
give back, previously treating
children to a day of fun for
passing their statewide competency tests.
Now with the start of the
new school year Jeezy's at it
again, this time donating
school supplies in his old
Atlanta neighborhood.
Jeezy most recently gave
back to youth by providing
bookbags filled with com- ·
passes, rulers , notebooks,
pens; pencils and USB drives
as part of his latest. project
for his foundation.
Additionally Jeezy donated
cell phones and money to
parents to help pay their
impending bills.

Suge And Kanve
Fail To Mediate
Shooting case

SUGEKNIGHT
And KANYE WEST

--

Suge KDight anul{anye
West may be facing off in
court after all now that a
mediation session to resolve
a lawsuit was unsuccessful.
Knight is suing West for

Ikon Sued For Backing
Out Of Concen Deal
Akon has been sued by a
company in Belgium for
allegedly backing out of a
concert performance deal.
Lofraco Belgium claims that
the October 2009 concert featuring Akon along with
Konvict artists Kardinal
Offishalll and Colby
O'Donis, never took place
due to Akon's "scheduling
conflicts."
Lofraco Belgium claims that
they have already paid
Akon's booking agents
$125,000 to perform at the
show and have yet to receive
a rescheduled show date.

Birdman Shows Oft
S1.5MWatch
Birdm~ is continuing to
show off his expensive collection of jewelry, this time his
$1.5 million watch.
The Cash Money head
proudly gloated his 900 karat
· diamond chain, even calling
his jeweler to ensure that it
was no more and no less than
the.900 karats he requested.
Showing off his new diamond encrusted piece,
Birman reveals that the
watch is so rare that the only
other person in the world
with one in their possession

BIRDMAN

is legendary singer Elton
John.
Birdman also recently purchased a $2.5 million Bugatti
sports car.

Timbaland's $2M
Watch Stolen, Evaluated
---For--Suicide watch
Virginia producer Timbaland was the subject of a
manhunt last week after his
family feared he may be subject to taking his own life-Timb
mily

u ._;$;1~m~I~·n
:~i~o n::n~a~ft~e;r~h~e~W~a~S~S~h~o~t--~--·~~~~~~~~- was SO distraught
005
over the theft of a $2 million
VMA Aw a rds after party
piece of jewelry that he might
where Kanye was hosting.
harm himself, so they notified
Knight also says he lost a
law enforcement.
valuable earring at the club
According to reports, the
worth $135,000 and paid
L.A . . County Sheriff's
over $200,000 in medical
Department put out a "possiexpenses because Kanye
ble suicide attempt." A helifailed to have accurate secucopter and squad cars went
on the hunt for the
rity.
The medi ation session to
rapper/producer's Esca1ade.
The frantic search began
resolve the issue took place
after Timbaland called his
Thursday in Miami with
brother-in-law reportedly
Knight and his lawyers
upset over a break-in at his
Malibu home.
meeting with Kanye's legal
team.
During the theft, the thief
West was not at the meetwas able to walk away with a
ing physically, but attended
$2 million watch, among
by phone.
other items and to make matKnight's attorney Marc
ters worse, Tim suspects that
Brumer says the two did
he may know the perpetrator.
not reach an agreement
According to police reports,
however and the case will
Timbaland left his home
now likely go to trial.
and began driving. Family

1

Lofraco
Belgium has
filed the lawsuit in the
Supreme
Court of the
State of New
York asking L..;..._;;...;;;;;..o.:.;.;;....~;;.J
for $250,000
AKON
in lost expenses for the no show and also
seeks an unspecified multimillion dollar amount for
punitive damages.
The lawsuit claims that
Akon is liable for breach of
contract,. fraud and concealment.

extremely
worried and
called the
Sheriff's
Department.
Police
located the
Escalade and TIMBALAND
ground crews
pulled Timbaland over and
began talking to him. After
placing Timbaland in a
patrol car, they escorted him
to his residence, where they
continued speaking with him
and family members.
After deputies called for
paramedics to come and evaluate Timbaland, it was
determined that Timbaland
was not a threat to himself at
all and did not attempt to kill
himself and left.
The Sheriffs Department is
however investigating the
theft of Timbaland's jewelry, and it is reported that they
have found possible suspects.
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Panthers Host Jaguars In Jamboree
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The Panthers of Progress Village hosted the Jaguars of Nuccio Park at a jamboree last weekend. Families and friends of both teams braved the heat and humidity to ~
see their young people on the gridiron.
The all day event started with the Flag teams taking the field and ended with the Varsity teams. (Photos by Sylvester Harris)

The Panthers Lil Flag cheerleaders: first row, left to right, Reniya, Anissah, Trinity, Acayla,
Kalia and Madison. Second row, Alexandra, Aica, Anana, Amaya, Jaliyah and Mya. In the back
are coaches and junior coaches: Tehia, Trina, Maclnsi and Arnita.

The Nuccio Jaguars Flag team with Robert Session.

.,
Panthers Coordinators, front row, left to right: Mercedes, C
assistant coordinator; DeDee, cheerleader coordinator; ~
Harold, president; Lynne, assistant cheerleader coordinator; c;;
and Della, trustee. In the rear, Chris and Tim, assistant athlet- ::I:
ic directors.
m
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The Panthers Flag team with their coaches.

" The \1bice of
Our C ommunity
Spe aking for Itse lf"

(813) 248-1921

These fans in the stand are Helen, Lorie, Kala, Jordan-and
Eric in the rear.
--
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Jets Release
Veteran Coles

Bucs Come Up Shon
Against Jaguars
"
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Local Tampa Bay Buccaneer fans who did not go to
::J Raymond James Stadium,
1- have not had an opportunity
to see the new faces on the
team. Other than their first
pre-season game against the
Dolphins in Miami, the Bucs
have not appeared on television for their two home preseason games.
With starting quarterback
Josh Freeman nursing a
broken thumb, he sat out
last week's 20-15 viCtory
over the Kansas Chiefs, and
this weeks' loss to the
J ackso:h.ville Jaguars.

ffi

The Bucs loss 19-13,
although backup quarterback Josh Johnson went
9-of-14 passing for 122 yards
and a touchdown. He left the
field in the third quarter
with the Bucs holding a 13-6
lead.
The Bucs will close out
their preseason on the road
against the Houston Texans
Saturday at. 8 p.m., a game
that will be seen in the Bay
area.
The Bucs will open their
regular season at home on
September 12th against the
Cleveland Browns.
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Bengals Release Brvant
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ANTONIO BRYANT

CINCINNATI - Wide

l: receiver Ant.onio Bryant
(/)

was released on Sunday by

::::i the Cincinnati Bengals, who
m

::J signed him
D. $28 million
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to a four-year,
deal last March
thinking he would be their
long-term complement to
Chad Ochocinco .
.It's the second time in two
years that the Bengals went
after a high-profile free agent
receiver, then changed their
minds soon after signing him.

Bryant and Terrell
Owens worked out for the
Bengals in March. Cincinnati
chose Bryant, who was coming off an injury-marred season.
The Bengals gave him the
big contract, including roughly $7 million in first-year
bonuses, convinced that the
knee was fine. It began bothering him over the summer,
and he wasn't able to practice
with the team during training
camp. The Bengals signed
Owens to a one-year deal at
the start of camp, giving them
another option.
Owens quickly developed
into the Bengals' top receiver
in preseason. Bryant missed
all four preseason games
because of the knee problem.
Bryant said the muscles
around the knee weren't
strong enough to let him cut
at full speed.

LAVERANUES COLES

NEW YORK- Laverannes Coles' third tour
with the Jets ended before
it really got started. Now,
the popular wide receiver's
career could be over.
Coles was released
Sunday, a month after the
Jets signed him to add
depth at the wide receiver
spot. The 32-year-old
Coles had four catches for
19 yards in three preseason
games.
Jets coach Rex Ryan said
it's "a real possibility" the
team could re-1;>ign Coles
after the first week of the
season . .
"He did an outstanding
job for us," Ryan said.
"He's a leader. He came in
here and I know he knows
the system. He's tougher
than nails. He 's a great
teammate."
After signing him to a oneyear, $855,000 deal in July,
that money would've been
guaranteed if he made the
opening-day roster . It
would not be guaranteed if
he's re-signed after Week 1.
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Labor Day Holiday Collection Schedule
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In observance of the Labor Day Holiday on Monday, September 6, 2010, there will not be any residential
collection services including household garbage, yard waste recycling and blue box recycling services.
Residential collection services will resume on your next regularly scheduled collection day.

Holiday make· up collection services for household garbage, household recycling. and yard waste recycling have changed.
Each holiday, this change saves approximately $72.000 in personnel expenses, 900 gallons of fuel ($2,268) and reduces the
carbon dioxide (C02) emitted by 20,070 lbs. This equates to projected annual savings of over $500,000 and 140.490 lbs
reduction in carbon dioxide (C02) emissions.

Observed Holidays:

r

No service provided

Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Friday

• New Year's Day
• MLKDay
• Spring Day {Good Friday)
• Memorial Day
• Independence Day

ffthehollday
falls on:

Then garbage collection "
service resumes on:

__.
__.
__.
__.

Thursday
Friday
Monday
Tuesday

~

• Labor Day
• Veterans Day

~

4\ Department
•

of Solid Waste

Note: Collection service for Thanksgiving and Christmas will resume on the day Immediately following the holiday.
New Tampa residents, please contact Hillsborough County Solid Waste
Management ot (813) 272-5680 for your residential collection schedule.

Harvin Hopes He Has
Handle On Headaches
MINNEAPOLIS- Percy
Harvin's migraine headaches have been a riddle
that no one has been able to
solve.
· After another battery of
tests last week, and a
promising 2010 preseason
debut, Harvin hopes he is
getting closer to figuring out
a debilitating medical condition that has plagued him
for most of his life.
The Mfnnesota Vikings
receiver had two catches for
30 yards and took two big
shots to the head Saturday
night in a preseason victory
over Seattle, the first time
he's played this year after
being stricken by migraines
for most of training camp.
Harvin has barely practiced this month while dealing with the death of his
grandmother and a string of
headaches that have been
. maddeningly random and
devastatingly severe. No one
knows exactly when they're

PERCY HARVIN

going to occur or what triggers them. Even more frustrating, doctors and trainers
have been unable to come
up with a treatment to neutralize them.
The Vikings have gone to
great lengths to try to identify the causes and understand the problem.
Despite playing a sport
that doesn't exactly help his
condition, Harvin said he
has no plans on making a
career change.

Vincent Jackson
Breaks Silence On
Chargers Stalemate
Vincent Jackson, San
Diego's disgruntled holdout/wideout, broke his
silence Friday night.
"I've been financially
smart, taking care of things
like that off the field, so I'm
ready for the long haul --'
but I miss football," "I want
to play football. I'm passionate about the game. I
would not be out hete training, working as hard as I am
if I didn't want to be on the
field. "
He just doesn't want to be
on the field under his current financial circumstances.
Jackson, a two-time Pro
Bowler with two straight
1,ooo-yard seasons, has
boycotted all things
Chargers since the team
attached a one-year, $3.28 ·
million tender to the
restricted free agent in
February.
He and starting left tackle
Marcus MeN eill have
refused to accept their
predicaments relative to the
expiring collective bargaining agreement and the
unique mechanism that
kept them off the unrestrict-

VINCENT JACKSON

ed free agent market last
spring.
When neither player
signed their tenders by the
June deadline, the Chargers
exercised their right to
lower the one-year offers to
just under $6oo,ooo.
That's significantly less
than the money Jackson
seeks: around $50 million
with more than half guaranteed.
The Chargers placed
Jackson on the Roster
Exempt List last week. That
means if he does not sign
his tender by Sept. 4 he will
have to miss three games (in
addition to his suspension),
even if he's traded. That
means he'll be of no use to
any team for six weeks.

Sports

At Barclavs, Tiger Putts
His wav To TPC Boston

TIGER WOODS

PARAMUS, NJ -Tiger
Woods closed with a 4under-par 67 Sunday to tie
for 12th in The Barclays at
steamy Ridgewood Country
Club. He finished with a 72hole total of 7-under 277.

As a result, Woods qualified for next week's Deutsche
Bank Championship, the second of four events in the PGA
Tour Playoffs for the
FedExCup. He entered the
week ranked 112th on the
points list and now stands
6sth.
The top-ranked Woods is
the defending champion and
a two-time winner of the
FedExCup.
Competing in his 10th tournament of the season,
Sunday's finish marked
Woods' third top-12 showing
of the year and the first in a
non-major. Previously , he
tied for fourth in the Masters
and the U.S. Open.

Mike Tvson Works
On Image And Visits
Jersev Citv School

MIKE TYSON

Forn1er heavyweight boxing
champion Mike Tyson trad. ed in his gloves for a dodge
ball as he brought smiles to
Jersey City children last
week.
Tyson, who was in town

taping an episode of his
Animal Planet reality series
about raising his pigeons,
stopped by Greenville Park to
play dodge ball with children
in the Jersey City PAL.
- "He wanted to come back
here to give back to the community," said JCPAL director
Sgt. Frank Williams. "The
kids really took to him. They
don't care ·who you are. To
them you ate either good to
them or bad to them. He was .
like any adult giving his time
to them."
Williams noted that
Tyson is on a mission to
clean his image .and teach
inner city youths to never
give up on their dreams.

Ravens Stallwonh
Breaks Foot,
Out For 8 Weeks

DONTE' STALLWORTH

BALTIMORE - ·Ravens
wide receiver Donte'
Stallworth broke his foot in
Saturday night's game against
the New York Giants and will
probably be sidelined for two
months.
It is unclear when the injury
occurred, but it likely
occurr~d during one of

Stallworth's three punt
returns. He saw limited time
on offense and did not catch a
pass.
Ravens coach John
Harbaugh said Stallworth
will have a screw placed in his
. foot. Harbaugh said he
hopes to have Stallworth
back on the field around the
time the team has its bye
week Oct: 31.
Baltimore signed Stallworth as a free agent in
February. He was suspended
last season after pleading
guilty to DUI manslaughter, a
second-degree felony, in the
death of a dock worker in
Florida.
Stallworth was driving
when he hit 59-year-old
Mario Reyes in. March
2009.

Raiders campbell
Leaves Game
With lniurv

BEAUTY UNLIMITED

JASON CAMPBELL

OAKLAND, CA- Oakland
Raiders quarterback Jason
Campbell has left an exhibition game after being injured
on a sack.
Campbell landed hard on
his right shoulder after being
sacked by San Francisco linebacker Travis LaBoy on
Saturday night. He was diagnosed with a stinger.
Campbell was down on
the ground for about five
minutes before being carted
off the field.

Boston
Beatdown
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ARIEL

This .week's Beauty Unlimited feature, Ariel,
brings out the best in whomever she meets, sim.:
ply by· hearing her name. This young lad_y is a
modeling sensation from Mr. Wright's Ebony collection, and more than deserving to be among
the elite. Ariel is a professional in every sense
and has no time for anyone or anything that
Ill
stand in the way of her achieving her goal of sue- . rcess and fame. Ariel always finds time to spend .· . ~
with her family and friends, and knows how to be ~
modest when it's time and when she's around m
<
the right people. Ariel says the man in her life m
must be a professional with a future full of suc- ~
cess and plans. He also·must be handsome, spir- -1
itual, respectful, and graceful. Cong~atulations to c:
m
(/)
Ariel as this week's Beauty Unlimited feature.
c

will

JAMES TONEY

BOSTON - It was pre- ·
dictable, really. Kind of sad,
too. Fifteen seconds into his
UFC showdown with Randy
Couture, James Toney
was on his back, fighting for
his life. He remained there
for three minutes, absorbing
the kind of haymakers from
Couture that used to glance
harmlessly off of him in the
boxing ring. The end mercifully came at 3:19 of the first
round, when to the delight of
the capacity crowd at the TD
Garden, Couture stalled the
blood flow to Toney's brain
with a suffocating arm triangle.
The UFC billed ToneyCouture as a true clash of
combat sports. But that
couldn't be further from the
truth . . The 42-year old
Toney, fat and flabby, his
stomach spilling over his
trunks is hardly representative of the best - or even the
average - boxing has to
offer. Toney took this fight
(chased it, really) for the
money, a rep.o rted $750,000
windfall he couldn't come
close to making anywhere
else.
Toney should retire. Take
the cash the UFC head honcho Dana White is handing
him and 'walk away. Do it
now before a doctor has to do
it later.

If you're interested in being in the Beauty Unlimited or
Spotlight, please send your information and photo,
including a contact number to: jjohnson-@flsentinel.com
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GOD MADE US AFAMilY- GONE,
BUT DEFINITElY NOT FORGOTTEN

SUPERINTENDENT
JESSE H.
SMALLEY, SR.
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Florida A&M Universitv
Mourns The loss 01
Dr. William P. Foster

CORA LEE SUlTON

Superintendent Jesse H.
Smalley, Sr. of Valrico, FL,
passed away Tuesday, August
24,2010.
The homegoing celebration
services for Superintendent
Smalley are ~s follows: Thursday, September 2, 2010, from
6-8 p. m. at First Community
Church of God in Christ, 1107
E. 29th Street, Palmetto FL; ·
Friday, September 3, 2010, .
from 6-8 p. m. at Emmanuel
Cathedral Church of God in
Christ, 6450 SR 579, Seffner,FL; and the Jurisdictional
Service will.be Saturday, September 4, 2010, at 11 a. m. at
Emmanuel Cathedral Church
of God in Christ with Bishop
Matthew Williams, Jurisdictional Prelate, officiating. Entombment will follow at
Garden of Memories Cemetery, 4207 E. ·Lake Avenue,
Tampa.
A native of Tampa, Superintendent Smalley accepted
Jesus as his ·Lord and Savior,
received the baptism of the
Holy Spirit, and walked in
obedience as he embraced the
call of God for his life.
In 1985, he became Pastor
of Emmanuel
Cathedral
C.O.G.I.C., Seffner, and was
later appointed as Pastor of
First Community C.O.G.I.C. in
Palmetto. He had 30 years of
ministry experience, 25 of
which were pastoral.
He was t&e Superintendent
EVERETT TYREE
JEROME SUlTON
of the E-7 District in the Juris(JEEP)
SUlTON
diction of Southwestern
(ROCK)
Florida imder the leadership
of Bishop Matthew Williams.
Love and greatly missed by the Sutton family, spouses, chilSuperintendent Smalley also
dren, siblings and grandchildren.
served as the Second Vice
President of the International
Evangelistic Department of
the Churches of God in Christ,
Inc.
Superintendent Smalley
leaves to cherish fond memories: his devoted wife, Mother
Sharon Smalley; son, Elder
Jesse H. Smalley, II; daughter, Sister Danielle Smalley;
mother, Mother Laura Smalley; 2 brothers, Deacon James
Smalley (~baron) and Elder
Craig Smalley (Gwen); 5 sisters, Missionary Cecelia Otis
(Elder William Otis), Sister
Sharon Gordon (Minister
Wade Gordon), Sister Tammy
Smalley, Evangelist Evelyn
Johnson (Supt. · C. Charles
Johnson), and Evangelist
Laura Pugh (Bishop Jerry
Pugh); and other relatives, his
church families, and friends.
The remains will repose
RILLA M. FISHER
Saturday, September 4, 2010,
September 1, 1930
from 9-11 a. m. at Emmanuel
RUDINE
Cathedral Church of God in
Happy
birthday,
Grandma.
LASTER-SIMS
Christ.
Gone, but never forgotten.
04/16/1947- 08/31/2006
Arrangements entrusted to
I love you and miss you.
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
Love, Chantese.
It is so hard to believe that 4
HOME. www.raywilliams-fuyears have passed since we
neralhome.com.
last saw you or heard your
sweet voice.
You are truly missed by:
your children, Catherine AlFuneral Home
bury, Priscilla Sims (Connie),
John W. Harmon, L .F.D.
and Fred Sims (Lisa); your
James Harmon, L. F. D.
grandchildren, great grand5002 N. 40th St.
children and your entire famLetour1iunilytnke care afyour fumlly.
ily and friends.
earethe keytna fl.neandqualit:ysenlice"
626-8600
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BIRTHDAY
MEMORIAM

IN MEMORY OF
OUR MOTHER

DR. WILLIAM P. FOSTER

TALLAHASSEE, FL The Florida A&M University
(FAMU) family is mourning
the loss of one of its legends,
Dr. William P. Foster,
who was known as the "Dean
of America's Band Directors."
Foster, who was also called
The Law and The Maestro,
was the creator of the noted
FAMU Marching "wo." He
ser\7ed as the band's director
from 1946 to his retirement
in 1998. He is credited with
revolutionizing
marching
band techniques and reshaping the world's concept of the
collegiate marching band.
Foster brought more than
30 new techniques to the
band that have now become
standard operating procedure for high school and college bands nationwide.
"We are deeply saddened by
the loss of Dr. Foster," said
FAMU President James H.
Ammons. "As a visionary
leader, he built America's
greatest band by departing
from the standard routines
and maneuvers to showcase
band pageantry. I can attest
to the fact that what he created was magical. It was the

marching band, at an Orange
Blossom Classic in Miami
that sparked my interest in
attending FAMU. The band
was dynamic, larger than life
and something that I wanted
to have access to even though
I was not a musician."
Foster's funeral is
scheduled for Saturday,
September 4, at 11 a.m. in
Lee Hall Auditorium on
FAMU's campus and will
be preceded by a public
concert of tribute at 10 a.
m. as performed by the
FAMU Department · of
Music.
The memorial service is
scheduled for Friday, September 3, at 6 p. m. in Lee
Hall Auditorium. There are
also public viewings scheduled for Friday, September 3,
from noon to 6 p.m. and Saturday, September 4, from 8
a.m. to 9:30 a.m. in Lee Hall
Auditorium.
In lieu of flowers, donations
are requested to be made to
the "William P. and Mary
Ann Foster Endowed Scholarship Fund" at FAMU in
support ofFAMU band scholarships.

Correction
The Death Announcement of Cleveland B. Bynum,
Sr. in the Friday, August 27, 2010 had an incorrect
death date. It should have read August 21, 2010.
We apologize to the family for any inconveniences.

Harmon

"Our Business Is Service"

3000 N. 29th • Tampa, FL 33605
(800) 605-3350. (813) 248-6125
www.wilson-funeralhome.com
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Crime

Driver Charged With
DUlin Pedestrian
Accident

RICHARD STEPHENS

Tampa Police report that a
pedestrian was hit as lie
walked along the side of the
road last Wednesday night,
and the driver who is responsible has been charged with
DUI with serious bodily
injury.
Richard Stephens, 47
was driving north on 17th

Street when he reportedly hit
Camena Wiltshire, 17.
Wiltshire was walking with
a friend at the time of the
accident.
Police said Wiltshire was
hit a few blocks from where
she lives and throwri against
the
windshield
of
Stephens's vehicle. She was
hospitalized with what police
described as non- life threatening injuries.
Police conducted a sobriety
test on Stephens that indicated he was impaired. He
was taken to jail and police
said his blood-alcohol level
was 0.113 percent in one test
and 0.111 in the second. The
state presumes impairment at
0.08.
Stephens works for the
city's
Public · Works
Department in construction
and was being held on
$2,ooo bail.

Serial Rapist Gets
149 Years In Prison

SAMMIE LEE NICHOLS

A 2 o-year-old man in
Sacramento was sentenced io
over 149 years in prison for
illing two women at gun
pamc;.
1 tlw .crime is
shockmg, what ttre

to say to the victims left the
courtroom in disbelief.
Sammie Lee Nichols
took his opportunity that was
intended to serve as time to
apologize the victims for his
actions, to blame them for
"taking advantage of him".
"I told my lawyer I didn 't
rape those women," Nichols
said. "Was I wrong for misleading them into thinking we
would have a relationship
and getting money, yes; but I
am not a rapist."
Although Nichols states
that both relationships were
consensual, the women claim
different, claiming that he hid
in their garages and closets
before attacking them at gun

. :·

PolkCountv
Inmate Dies After
Complaining Of
Stomach Pain

GERALD JACOBS

POLK COUNTY- Early
Saturday, a Polk County Jail
inmate was rushed to the
hospital after complaining of
severe stomach pains. Two
hours later, he was pronounced dead.
Gerald Jacobs, 46 ,
reportedly told jail staff during a medical review he had a
history of stomach issues
from potash poisoning as a
child and was on several
medications.
Jacobs was transported to
the jail infirmary at 1:30 a.m.
Saturday after complaining
of stomach pains to be treated for a pre-existing stomach
condition. Officials said 12
minutes later an ambulance
was called to have him hospitalized.
Officials said within an
hour after arriving at the hospital, Jacobs went into cardiac arrest and was pronounced dead.
Jacobs had been jailed for
several probation violations.

Black Teens
ReponediV
Celebrate ·aeat
Whitev Night'

Second Arrest Made
In 2009 Murder

JEAN JAMISON
... charged with seconddegree attempted murder.

ARNOLD FIELDS
. •. charged with seconddegree murder and attempted second degree murder.

DEMARIO EDWARDS
... shot to death trying to
help anoth!!r young man.

WAITUSHOWARD
... stabbing victim
recovered from wound.

Tampa Police arrested a
Polk County man last
Wednesday in the shooting
of a Tampa man in October
2009.
According to police, Jean
M. Jamison, 24, and
Arnold
Fields, · 24,
attacked and stabbed
Waitus Howard, 36, outside the Via Del Rio
Apartment s on Sligh
Avenue.
Police sa id Demario
E<!wards, 19 , ra n to help
Howard, and was shot by
Jamison and Fields.

A 13-year-old boy in Chicago
has been charged with battery
after police state that he
allegedly poured acid on the
head of two other children.
According to published
r~ports, the unnamed teenager allegedly poured the sulfuric acid on 11-year-old, Nala

Armstrong and 10-year-old
Adrian Bennett while they
were playing.
In police reports, the teen
states that he did not mean to
pour acid on the kids, instead
he thought that he was pouring water. Police disagree
stating that the boy used the
cleaning agent Black Swan
Zap drain cleaner, which
clearly is not marked as
water.
The two children suffered
burns to their heads, necks
and arms and the mother of
one the children states that
the chemical was so powerful
that it "melted the little girl's
jewelry into her wrist."
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Edwards died later after •
m
running from the scene.
Fields was found later in
· an apartment complex with
a gun and charged with second-degree murder and
attempted second degree
murder.
·
After the incident in 2009,
Jamison left the area and
returned to Polk County.
Last Wednesday , he was
found hiding in a bedroom
in a Frostproof apartment.
He has been charged with
attempted second-degree
murder.
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Iowa police are investigating a group of Black
teenagers after witnesses say
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13-Year Old Bov Pours
Acid On Schoolmates

m
c

whit ey night" and attacked
white patrons.
Witnesses told police that
about 30 to 40 Black teens
were seen walking around
the fair Sunday making
racist remarks and attacking
whites.
When police arrived on the
scene, a scuffle reportedly
took pl a. ce betwe e n teens
and officers that ended in
eleven arrests.
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A public hearing will be held by the Zoning Hearing Master,
pursuant to Hillsborough County Ordinance 92-05, beginning at
6:00 p.m., September 20, 2010, at the Board Room, 2nd floor of
the County Center, 601 E. Kennedy Blvd., Tampa, to hear the
following requests.
Copies of the applications, department reports and legal
descriptions are available for public inspection in a master file
maintained by the Planning and Growth Management Department,
the Board of County Commissioners and the Clerk of the Board of
County Commissioners. All interested persons wishing to submit
testimony or other evidence in this matter must submit same to
the Hearing Master at the public hearing before him/her. The
recommendation of the Zoning Hearing Master will be filed with
the Clerk within fifteen (15) working days after the conclusion of the
public hearing.
The review of the Zoning Hearing Master's recommendation by
the Board of County Commissioners of Hillsborough County shall
be restricted to . the record as defined in Hillsborough County
Ordinance 92-05, unless additional evidence and/or oral argument
is permitted pursuant to the terms of the ordinance.
ANY PERSON WHO MIGHT WISH TO APPEAL ANY
DECISION OR RECOMMENDATION MADE BY THE ZONING
HEARING MASTER OR THE GOVERNING BODY REGARDING
ANY MATIER CONSIDERED AT THE FORTHCOMING PUBLIC
HEARING OR MEETING IS HEREBY ADVISED THAT THEY WILL
NEED A RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS AND FOR SUCH
PURPOSE, THEY MAY NEED TO ENSURE THAT A VERBATIM
RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE AS IT WILL
INCLUDE THE TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH
SUCH APPEAL IS TO BE BASED.
Additional information concerning these requests may be
obtained by calling the Department of Planning and Growth
Management at (813) 276-2006.
SPECIAL USE REQUESTS

Notice of Public Hearing Continued
September 20, 201 0

Avon Representatives
Needed All Areas!

Petition SU 10-0863-USF (CT), filed on 7/21/2010 by Tower Co II
LLC, represented by Lauralee G. Westine, of 800 Tarpon Woods
Blvd.,# E-1, Palm Harbor, FL 34685, ph 727-773-2221, requesting
a Special Use Permit for a communication tower and facility. The
property is 2,500 sq ft ±(lease area) and is presently zoned CN. It
is located in all or parts of Section 11 Township 28 Range 19 or
7122 E. Fowler Ave.
Petition SU 10-0864-ER (CT), filed on 7/21/2010 by Tower Co II

REZONING REQUESTS
Petition RZ 10-0261-WM, filed on 1/6/2010 by Jose G. Vaquera, ·of
P 0 Box 707, Wimauma, FL 33598, ph 813-491-4131, requesting a
zone change from RSC-9 to PD. The property is .27 ac ± and is
located in all or parts of Section 9 Township 32 Range 20 orNE cor
of 7th & Camp St.
Petition RZ 10-0691-BR, filed on 5/27/2010 by William A. George,
Jr. , represented by Kevin Mineer, of 3910 US Hwy. 301, N., # 140,
Tampa, FL 33619, ph 813-620-4500, requesting a zone change
from ASC-1 & RSC-3 to PD. The property is 2.08 acres ± and is
located in all or parts of Section 05 Township 30 Range 20 or N/S of
Bloomingdale Ave., 700' E/0 Lake Gornto Rd.
Petition RZ 10-0784-EL, filed on 6/24/201 0 by Robert D. &
Pamela W. Moody, of 5426 Pentail Circle, Tampa, FL 33625, ph
813-841-3037, requesting a zone change from RDC-12 & ARto PD.
The property is .67 acres ± and is located in all or parts of Section 5
Township 29 Range 20 or E!S of Falkenburg Rd., 250' N/0
Tanner Rd.
Petition RZ 10-0792-NWH, filed on 6/24/2010 by Frank Taylor,
represented by Daniel Bergin, of 7815 N. Dale Mabry Hwy, Tampa,
FL 33614, ph 813-931-8900, requesting a zone change from AI to
PD. The property is 31 .59 acres ± and is located in all or parts of
Section 5 & 8 Township 28 Range 17 or 50' SE of Race Track Rd.,
1/4 mi SW of Waterchase Blvd.
Petition RZ 10-0868-BR, filed on 7/22/2010 by Carolyn Joy Stafford,
of 410 El Greco Dr., Brandon, FL 33511, ph 813-689-1574, requesting a zone change from ASC-1 to RSC-2. The property is 4.85 acres
± and is located in all or parts of Section 3 Township 30 Range 20 or
W/S of John Moore Rd., 50' S/0 Craft Rd.
Petition RZ 10-0879-TH, filed on 7/29/2010 by Ester Crandon &
Jeanette L. Hernandez, represented by Angelette Murray, of 910 E.
Holland Ave., Apt. B, Tampa, FL 33612, ph 813-857-6400, requesting a zone change from CN to RSC-9. The property is.26 acres ±
and is located in all or parts of Section 7 Township 28 Range 20 or
E!S of Sterling Rd., 250' S/0 Bethune Dr.
MAJOR MODIFICATION REQUESTS
Petition MM 10_0689-PR, filed on 512612010 by Atlantic Housing
Partners, represented by Michael o. Horner, of 14502 N. Dale Mabry
Hwy., # 200, Tampa, FL 33618, ph 813-962-2395, requesting a major
modification to allow affordable housing & commercial, retail & office.
The property is 6.7 acres± and is presently zoned PO (07-1888). It
is located in all or parts of Section 1 Township 30 Range 19 or SW
cor of Falkenburg Rd. & Camden Field Parkway.
Petition MM 10-0768-TH, filed on 6/17/2010 by Jack T. Gibbs & Ken

LLC, represented by Lauralee G Westine, of 800 Tarpon Woods
Blvd.,# E-1, Palm Harbor, FL 34685, ph 727-773-2221, requesting

A. Gibbs., represented by Daniel Peters, of P. 0. Box 29203~~8~,~
Ta~m~p~a~,~~:::;;;~::=~~=l
FL 33687, ph 813-579-7254, requesting a major modi: cation to

pr§~rkJS~'aWDYe/%~~["6"T~,nif?t!:>n to~~r ;and,:;.:~ty. ui!!., "'""'.:~w ~~~~~im_ ag~icul~ura~ uses. T. ~~~~~~2,f.it i s located
ASC-1. It is located in all or parts of Section 3 Township 30 Range
1n a~br parts. o~ Sect1on 2 Township 28 Range 20 or NE cor of Stacy
21 or 2805 Lewis Rd .
..
.
Pet1t1on . SU 10-0878-CW, f1led on 7/28/2010 by Health Care
Connect1o~ of Tampa, Inc., represented by Timothy Sweeney, of
825 W. Linebaugh Ave., Tampa, FL 33612, ph 813-477-2437,
requesting a Special Use Permit for a Type C Professional
Residential Facility. The property is .94 acres ± and is presently
zoned RMC-6. It is located in all or parts of Section 12 Township 28
Range 18 or N/S of W. 131st Ave. , 400' W/0 N. Florida Ave.
Petition SU 10-0880-EGL (AB), filed on 7/29/2010 by Evelyn
Lebron, represented by Dixie Liberty, of 5719 Tanager Lake Rd.,
Lithia, FL 33547, ph 813-817-8585, requesting an Alcoholic
Beverage Permit 4-COP (Beer, wine & liquor for sale and
consumption on and off the licensed premises (packa e sales).
~
.
.
The property 1s 912 sq ft ±and 1s presently zoned CN. It 1s located
in all or parts of Section 21 Township 28 Range 18 or 4025 W.
Waters Ave, # 105.
Petition SU 10-0882-USF (AB), filed on 7/29/2010 by Monterrey
Mexican Grill Restaurant, Inc., represented by David Cruz, of
24156 SR 54, # 1, Lutz, FL 34639, ph 813-345-8503, requesting an
Alcoholic Beverage Permit 2-COP (Beer and wine for sale and
consumption on and off the licensed premises. The property is
2,404.08 sq ft ± and is presently zoned CG. It is located in all or
parts of Section 5 Township 28 Range 19 or 2310 E. Fletcher Ave.

& K.n~ghts Gnff1n Rd.

.
Pet1t1on MM 10-0788-RV, f1led on 6/24/2010 by James T. & Melinda
Hill, represented by Kevin Mineer, of 3910 US Hwy. 301, N., # 140,
Tampa, FL 33619, ph 813-620-4500, requesting a major modification
to add auto salvage as an approved use. The property is 20.46
acres ± and is presently zoned PO (00-0733). It is located in all or
parts of Section 32 Township 30 Range 20 or N/S of Rhodine Rd.,
3/8 mi E/0 U.S. Hwy. 301
Petition MM10-0793-NWH, filed on 6/24/2010 by Terra Firma
Holdings, LLC, represented by Mark J. Clements, of 16701 Eagle
Oak Dr., Odessa, FL 33556, ph 727-243-3020, requesting a major
mod~fication to. allow residential u~s. The prope~ty is 55.6 acres±
and 1s lo~ated 1n all or parts. of Section. 30 Township 27 Rang~ 17 or
E/S of N1ne Eagl~s Dr., 50 S/0 Starling Dr. & W/S of Redb1rd Dr.
West, 350~ N/0 W1ld Mallard Dr.
...._-----------------------'

Call 813-832-4282
Or E-mail
AVONLADYGEORGIA@YAHOO.COM

Nora's Beauty Boutique
Is Looking For Licensed
Braiders And Hair Stylists
For Booth Rental
Call Nora
@ (813) 785~2606

Family Childcare Provider
Looking For A
Substitute Teacher
Must Love Children
Have Clean Background
Reliable Transportation
Call Ms. Thompson
(813) 932-0696

I

FOR RENT

Condo
2 Bedroorn/2 Bath
Section 8 Ok
(813) 949-3482

.

outhTampa
2 Bedroom/1 Y2 Bath
Townhouse
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
Fenced, Patio
Section 8 Ready
$850.00/Monthly
Call (813) 451-9201
North Tampa And
Temple Terrace Area
Angie's Apartments
1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments, Duplexes
Or Town Houses
WDH - 0 Deposit
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No Application Fee
Section 8 Welcome
813-915-9787

LEGAL NOTICE

II

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA
COUNTY OF VENTURA
CIVIL DIVISION
Case Number: 56-201 0-00365162-CU-PO-VTA

Case No.: 09-CA-008305
SUMMONS (CITACION JUDICIAL)

REGIONS BANK, SUCCESSOR BY MERGER
WITH AMSOUTH BANK
(PLAINTIFF)

NOTICE TO DEFENDANT: Lidia Barragan; Glenda K. Johnson
(AVISO AL DEMANDADO): and DOES 1 through 5 et al.

vs.

YOU ARE BEING SUED BY PLAINTIFF: Lorenso Cano-Castillo
(LO ESTA DEMANDO EL DEMANDANTE)

JASON A. NICHOLAS, et al.,
DEFENDANT(S)
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to the Final Judgment of
Foreclosure entered on August 11, 2010, in Case No. 09 CA 008305
of the Circuit Court of the Twentieth Judicial Circuit for Collier
County, F-lorida, in which Regions Bank, Successor by Merger with
AmSouth Bank, is Plaintiff, and Jason a. Nicholas, et al., are
Defendants, I will sell to the highest and best bidder for cash, on the
2nd Floor, Rooms 201/202 in the George E. Edgecomb Courthouse
at 800 E. Twiggs Street at 2:00 P.M., or as soon thereafter as the
sale may proceed, on the 15th day of September. 2010 the
following described real property as set forth in said Final Judgment,
to wit:
Being a portion of Lot 45, THE VAN SANT SUBDIVISION
According to the map or plat thereof recorded in Plat Book
8, Page 44, of the Public Records of Hillsborough County
Florida, being more particularly described as follows:
Commence at the Northerly most corner of said Lot 45,
thence run South 57 deg. 28' 35" East, along the Easterly
boundary of said Lot 45, a distance of 282.60 feet; Sol!th
31 deg. 51' 25" West, a distance of 90.00 feet, to the Point
of Beginning; thence continue South 31 deg. 51' 25" West,
a distance of 808.91 feet, to a point on the Easterly
Right-of-Way line, a distance of 15.39 feet; thence North
31 deg. 51' 25" East, a distance of 535.95 feet; thence
North 57 deg. 28' 35'' West, parallel with the Easterly
Right-of-Way line of Lithia-Pinecrest Road; thence North
45 deg. 14' 44" West, along said Right-of-Way line, a
distance of distance of 15.39 feet; thence North 31 deg.
51' 25" east, a distance of 535.95 feet; thence North 57
deg. 28' 35" West, parallel with the Easterly boundary of
said Lot 45, a distance of 202.03 feet; thence North 31
deg. 50' 25" East, parallel with the Easterly boundary of
said Lot 45, a distance of 217.57 feet, to the Point of
Beginning.

a

Any person claiming an interest in the surplus, if any, resulting
from the foreclosure sale, other than the property owner as of the
date of the Lis Pendens, must file a claim on the same with the Clerk
of Court within sixty (60) days after the foreclosure sale. The court
in its discretion, may .enlarge the time of the sale.
"IF YOU ARE A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY WHO NEEDS
ANY ACCOMMODATION IN ORDER TO ACCESS COURT
FACILITIES OR PARTICIPATE IN A, COURT PROCEEDING,
YOU ARE ENTITLED AT NO COST TO YOU, TO THE PROVISION
OF CERTAIN ASSISTANCE. TO REQUEST SUCH AN
ACCOMMODATION, PLEASE CONTACT THE COURT
ADMINISTRATION WITHIN 2 WORKING DAYS OF THE DATE THE
SERVICES IS NEEDED; COMPLETE THE REQUEST FOR
ACCOMMODATIONS FORM AND SUBMIT TO 800 E. TWIGGS
STREET, ROOM 604, TAMPA, FL, 33602; TELEPHONE NUMBER
813-272-6457 TWO (2) WORKING DAYS OF YOUR RECEIPT OF
THIS NOTICE; IF YOU ARE HEARING IMPAiRED, CALL THE
FLORIDA RELAY SERVICES AT 1-800-955-8771 (TTY); IF
YOU ARE VOICE IMPARED, CALL THE FLORIDA RELAY
SERVICES AT 1-800.955-BnO."

NOTICE: You have been sued. The court may decide against you without
your being heard unless you respond within 30 days. Read the information
below.
You have 30 CALENDAR DAYS after this summons and legal papers are
served on you to file a written response at this court and have a copy served
on the plaintiff. A letter of phone call will not protect ypu. Your written response
must be in proper legal form if you want the court to hear your case. There
may be a court form that you can use for your response. You can find these
court forms and more information at the California Courts Online Self-Help
Center (www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp), your county law library, or the
courthouse nearest you. If you cannot pay the filing fee, ask the court clerk for
a fee waiver form. If you do not file your response on time, you may lose the
case by default, and your wages, money, and property may be taken without
further warning from the court.
There are other legal requirements. You may want to call an attorney right
away. If you do not know an attorney, you may want to call an attorney
referral service. If you cannot afford an attorney, you may be eligible for free
legal services from a nonprofit legal services program. You can
locate these nonprofit groups at the California Legal Services Web site
(www.lawhelpcalifornia.org), the California Cqurts Online Self-Help Center
(www.courtinfo.ca.gov/selfhelp), or by contacting your local court or county bar
association. NOTE: the court has a statutory lien for waived fees and costs
on any settlement or arbitration award of $10,000 or more in a civil case. The
court's lien must be paid before the court will dismiss the case.
AVISO! Lo han demandado. Si no responde dentro de 30 dias, Ia corte
puede decidir en su contra sin escuchar su version. Le Ia informacion a
continuacion.
Tiene 30 DIAS DE CALENDARIO despues de que le enteguen esta
citaci6n y papeles legales para presentar una respuosta por escrito en esta
conte y hacer que se entroque una copia al demandante. Una carla o una llamada telefonica no lo protegen. Su respuesta por escrito tienen que estar en
formato legal correcto si desea que procesen su caso en Ia corte. Es posible
que hay un formulario que usted pueda usar para su respuesta. Puede
encontrar estos formularios de Ia corte y mas informacion en el Centro de
Ayuda de las Cortes de California (wwsucorte.ca.gov), en Ia biblioteca de
!eyes de su condado o en Ia corte que le quede mas cerca. Si no puede
pagar Ia cuota de presentacion, pida al secretario de Ia corte que le de un
formulario de exenci6n de paga de cuotas. Si no presenta su respuesta a
tiemp, puede perder el caso por incumplimento y Ia corte le podra quitar su
sueido, dinero y bienes sin mas advertencia.
Hay otros requisitos legales. Es recomendable que liame a urr abogado
inmediatamente. Si no conoce a un abogado, puede liamar a un servicio de
remision a abogados. Sino puede para a un abogado,-es posible que cumpia
con los requistos para obtener servicios legales gratuitos de un programa de
servicios legales sin fines de lurco. Puede encontrar estos grupos sin fines de
lucro en el sitio web de California Legal Services, (www.lawhelpcalifornia.org),
en el Centro de Ayuda de las Cortes de California, (www.sucorte.ca.gov) a
poniendose en contacto con Ia corte o el coleglo de abogados locales.
AVISO: Por ley, Ia corte liens dercho a reclamar las cuotas y los costos exentos por imponer un gravamen sobre cualquier recupercion de 410,000 mas de
valor recibida mediante un acuerdo o una concesion de arbitraje en un caso
de derecho civil. Tienen que pagar el gravamen de le corte antes de que Ia
corte pueda desechar el caso:
The name and address of the court Is:
El nombre y direccion de Ia corte es:
SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA COUNTY OF VENTURA
800 SOUTH VICTORIA AVENUE
800 SOUTH VICTORIA AVENUE
VENTURA, CA 93003
The name, address, and telephone number of the plaintiff's attorney; is:
(EI nombre, Ia direccion y el numero de telefono del abogado del
demandante, o del demandant que no fiehen abogada, es:
Richard L. Francis (SBN. 70884)
Law Offices of Richard L. Francis & Associates
711 South A Street
Oxnard, CA 93030
805) 486-5898 (805) 486-2242
Date (Fecha) January 6. 201 0.

Dated this 1mb day of August. 2010.
PAT FRANK
CLERKOFTHE
CIRCUIT COURT

By: Is/FELICIA PATTERSON
AS DEPUTY CLERK

MICHAEL D. PLANET
Executive Officer and Clerk (Secretario)
By: /s/ M. AKUNA
DEPUTY (ADjUNTO)
NOTICE TO THE PERSON SERVED:
defendant.

You are served as an Individual
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE THIRTEENTH
JUDICIAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
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Case No.: 09-CA-01197Q-H

=
WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A., AS TRUSTEE FOR ABFC.,
2006-0PT3 TRUST, ABFC ASSET-BACKED CERTIFICATES,
SERIES 2006-0PT3,
(PLAINTIFF)
vs.
AUNDRIA MUNDY A/KIA MICHELLE AUNDRIA CLAY ET AL.
DEFENDANT(S)

Florida Department of Transportation and Florida Rail Enterprise

FLORIDA DOT SETS MINORITY-OWNED AND SMALL BUSINESS
INFORMATION MEETINGS ON HIGH SPEED RAIL

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE SALE

The Florida Department of Transportation through its Florida Rail Enterprise
will hold a series of public information meetings on the Tampa-Orlando high
speed rail project as follows:

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN pursuant to the Final Judgment
of Foreclosure dated December 2, 2009, in the above action, I will
:sell to the highest bidder for cash at Hillsborough, Florida, on
September 14.2010, at 2:00P.M., at 2nd Floor, Rooms 201/202 of
George E. Edgecomb Courthouse 800 E. Twiggs St., Tampa,
Florida 33602 for the following described property:
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Tuesday, August 31, 2:30p.m.
Wednesday, September 1, 2:30p.m.
Thursday, September 2, 2:30p.m.

Registration for each event will open at 1:30 p.m. Seating is available on a
first-come, first-serve basis.
These public information sessions are designed for Disadvantaged Business
Enterprises (DBE), Minority/Women Business Enterprises (MWBE) and small
businesses. Rail Enterprise officials will describe the Tampa-Orlando HSR
project including the procurement process, subcontracting opportunities and
how firms can be certified and participate as a DBE.

The West 31.5 feet of the East 151.5 feet of the South
170 feet of Lot 4, Block 11 North Tampa Heights Land
& Development Co. Subdivision, as per map or plat
thereof recorded in Plat Book 3, Page 73, of the Public
Records of Hillsborough County Florida; Together with
An easement over and across the North 30 feet of
the South 130 feet of Lot 3 in Block 11 of said North
Tampa Heights Land & Development Co. Subdivision.
(as to Folio #18248.0100)

UJ

m

Tampa Convention Center:
Lakeland Civic Center:
Orange County Convention Center:

The South 170 feet of the East 120 feet of Lot 4
Block 11 , North Tampa Heights Land & Development
Co. Subdivision, as per map or plat thereof recorded
in Plat Book 3, on Page 73, of the Public Records
Of Hillsborough County, Florida; Together with an
easement over and across the North 30 feet of the
South 130 feet of Lot 3 in Block 11 of said North
Tampa Heights Land & Development Co. Subdivision.
(as to Folio #18248.0000)

c~

=

Detailed information and agendas for each of the sessions will be posted at
www.floridahighspeedrail.org.
Public participation is solicited without regard to race, color, national origin,
age, sex, religion, disability or family status. Persons with disabilities who
require special accomn:todations under the Americans with Disabilities Act or
persons who require translation services (free of charge) should contact Dana
Newsome at 407-547-2993 or by e-mail at ~newsome@hntb.com prior to the
meeting.

Any person claiming an interest in the surplus from the sale, if
any, other than the property owner as of the date of the lis pendens
must file a claim within sixty (60) days after the sale. The court in
its discretion, may enlarge the time of the sale. Notice of the
changed time of sale shall be publishe~ as provided herein.
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"IF YOU ARE A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY WHO NEEDS ANY
ACCOMMODATION IN ORDER TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS
PROCEEDING, YOU ARE ENTITLED, AT NO COST TO YOU,
TO THE PROVISION OF CERTAIN ASSISTANCE. PLEASE
CONTACT 'THE ADA COORDINATOR, MS .. N~NCY YANEZ
AT 800 E. TWIGGS STREET, ROOM 604, TAMPA, FLORIDA,
33602; TELEPHONE NUMBER 813-272-6457 TWO (2) WORKING
DAYS OF YOUR RECEIPT OF THIS NOTICE; IF YOU ARE
HEARING IMPAIRED, CALL THE FLORIDA RELAY SERVICES
AT 1-800-955-8771 (TTY); IF YOU ARE VOICE .IMPARED, CALL
THE FLORIDA RELAY SERVICES AT 1-800-955-8770."

PAT FRANK
CLERKOFTHE
CIRCUIT COURT
By: Is/ANNE KACZMAREK
AS DEPUTY CLERK
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EMPLOYMENT

HILLSBOROUGH
Community CollegeiB
www.hccft.edu

ACCOUNTANT

Dated this 18th day of August. 2010.
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Hillsborough Community College seeks applicants for positions of Accoultant in the
Gwendolyn W. StephensOn District Administration Center in Tampa. The positions
require at least a Bachelor's ~from regionally acaedited educational
institution and at least two years of prior-related work experience, The College
prefers applicants with a degree in accounting or a related major.

a

See HCC Employment website https://jobs.hccfl.edul to review the job descriptions
and instructions to (1) create/save application and (2) apply for position. Applicants
must apply separately for advertised positions before the job close dates of
September 6 and 8, 2010.
Hillsborough Community Cqllege is an equal access/equal opportunity employer that
makes employment and education..,.elated decisions without regard to race, color,
gender, religion, national origin, age, diSability, sexual orientation, marital status or
any other bias that is or may be prohibited by laws.
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISE
TRANSIT GOAL
FEDERAL FISCAL YEAR 201 0 - 2012

RENTTO OWN

Call Bridgette

The Florida Department of Transportation has established a goal
of .01 % of the amounts received for federally assisted Transit
projects under the Transportation Efficiency Act - 21 , or any
subsequently enacted federal laws with small business concerns
owned and controlled by socially and economically disadvantaged
individuals (Disadvantaged Business Enterprises) . This goal will
remain in effect for federal fiscal years 201 0 - 2012. It is the intent
of the Department that this expenditure will be achieved through a
race and gender neutral program.

Northwood
3 Bedroom/2 Bath - CB
Carport, CHA, Tile Floors
Ready To Move-In
Call (813) 269-4656
Or (813) 965-7595

Progress Village
Roomy 4 Bedroom/1 Bath
$925.00/Rent

directed

to

reviewed

at

the

FOOT

$595.00/Monthly
Investors Choice Realty
727-580-9184

$500.00/Deposit

II

(813) 900-5559

As Low As

$600.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit

Upstairs Garage

Section 8 Accepted

Phone (813) 629-4063
8213 North
3426 Powhattan Avenue

Hillsborough Lane

3 Bedrooms/2 Baths

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath,

2 Car Garage

Large Fenced

Tile Floors

Yard Carpet, Nice Area

$1 ,050.00/Monthly

Sulphur Springs

$1 ,000.00/Security

For Details Call
813-287-1591

$800.00/Monthly

Contact (813) 732-5332

$400.00/Deposit

Green Light Realty LLC

Or (813) 725-3163

(813) 361-0344

Rental Incentives

2 Bedroom

$300.00/Deposit

Call (813) 713-4055
Or (813) 735-5295

z

Call (813) 786-8670
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Available Immediately

$695.00/Monthly

c:
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$300.00/Deposit

$550.00/Monthly

Newly Remodeled

1

$450.00/Monthly

$500/Deposit

Available Now!
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1 Bedroom

108V2 Keys - 2 Bedroom

AIC, Recently Remodeled

Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 298-8245

University Area
12703 North 15th Street

$500.00/Monthly

4 Bedroom

z

m

tD

Tampa Heights

Fenced Yard

z
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Apartment

All Appliances

m

Nice, Beautiful
Newly Remodeled
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment
$550.00/Monthly
$250.00/Deposit
Water Included

www.myfinancialconnections.com

Convert Dent Into

~

(/)

"0

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

CHA, WDH

~

c:

CaiiV &V Now
(813) 259- 4663

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

r-

Sulphur Springs

204V2 East Selma Ave.

3 Bedroom/1.5 Bath

4 Bedroom Homes

813-244-4551

Section 8 Welcomed!

3 Bedrooms/1 Bath

2, 3 And

Low Or No Deposit!

$550.00 Per Month

Call (813) 748-0896

Call (813) 244-5600

Water & Trash Included!!!!

(813) 417-1233

Excellent Condition
$650.00/Monthly

Newly Renovated

Water And Trash Pickup
Included

'T1

0

$525.00/Monthly .

Great Location

For Rent

21st Avenue & Ybor Street

New Ceiling Fans

3419 East 11th Avenue

Appliances, Central Air

Call (813) 546-7782

Busch Gardens Area
BAD CREDIT?
No Problem!!
FREE APPLICATION!!

$200.00/Deposit

3418 North 49th Street
Section 8 Only

House For Rent
Section 8 Approved

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Call (813) 789-0760

2 & 3 Bedroom Homes

Washer/Dryer Hook-up

Call (813) 318-1523

New Appliances

Section 8 Welcome

Wall To Wall Carpet

Move In Special

Central Heat/Air

Very Nice Large 2/1

2 Bedrooms/1 Bath

Mention Ad For

Apartment ·

website:

HOMES FOR RENT

Granite Countertops

$395.00/Monthly

Quiet Street

Starting At

3 Bedroom/1 Bath

.....

0

Plus Deposit

Section 8 Welcome

Remodeled, Fenced

2 - 5 Bedrooms

Section 8 Tenants
0 Security Deposit

1\)

0

Tile Throughout

New Tile Floors

Family Room

Several Homes
Available For Rent

Call Maria (813) 846-6422

· 1617 E. Linden Avenue

www.dot.state.fl.us/equalopportunityoffice/.

II

$450.00/Monthly

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

Federal Transit

NE, Suite 800, Atlanta, GA 30303. This information may also be
and ·

$475.00/Rent

8315 E. Dahlia Avenue

. Administration, Region IV Civil Rights Officer, 230 Peachtree Street
obtained

Completely Remodeled

1 Bedroom/1 Bath

$700.00/Security

32399-0450 or e-mail: Nita.Jackson@dot.state.fl.us. Comments
be

Nice And Clean

Near Everything

Jackson at 605 Suwannee Street, MS 65, Tallahassee, Florida
also

Studio Apartment

Section 8 Approved

Written comments and questions may be directed to Ms. Nita

may

1 Bedroom /1 Bath

$475.00/Deposit

The methodology of how the goal is established is officially
published
on
the
department's
internet
site
at:
www.dot.state.fl.us/equalopportunityoffice/ and is also available
for review 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday at 605
Suwannee Street, Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0450. The Florida
Department of Transportation will accept comments and questions
about the goal for 45 days from the date of this notice.

questions

Ybor City
(Columbus Drive)

Move-In Ready!

813-221-4457

and

Apartment
2406 East 12th Avenue

-t
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3 Bedroom
$775.00/Monthly
$300.00/Deposit
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Call 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
(813) 61 0-4319

BLICATION DEADLINES

uesday Edition • Thursday @12:00 P.M.
Friday Edition· Monday@ 12:00_P.M. ·

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 • 1-20 Words And 50$.For Each
Additional Word Over 20. ·
This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad
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2/1 - Duplex CHA

w

Nestled On A Large Lot

1-

5 Minutes

0

:::l

Ceramic Tile

From Downtown
Responsible Section 8
Call 813 245-7009

Tampa Heights
Duplex
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
$600.00/Monthly
Plus $300.00
Security Deposit
Call (813) 224-9040

Clean Rooms
In Ybor City
Includes All Utilities
And Cable
From $100.00/Weekly
Or $400.00/Monthly

$500! Police Impounds!

Room For Rent
Jackson Heights Area

Honda's, Chevy's, Acura's

Central Heat And Air

Toyota's, Etc.

Kitchen And

From $500!

Washer/Dryer Access

For Listings
Call 800-366-9813
Ext 3695

$115.00/Weekly

$1 00.00/Deposit
Call 813-245-1998

Call (813) 237-8485

Beautiful 3 Bedroom

$0 Down!

1 Y2 Bath Duplex

Seffner Area
Country Setting

Move In Ready
CHA, WDH, Carpet
Fenced Yard
Section 8 Welcome

c~

a:u.

c

Call (813) 495-5865

Furnished Rooms
For Rent

Duplex For Rent

Central Air And Cable

Near Busch Blvd.

Strictly No Drug Activity
Must Have Job

~
c
w

Section 8 Welcome

ftw
>
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Call (813) 628-8169
3618 East MLK·Bivd.

Single Person

$100.00 And Up Weekly

WID, Cable
All Utilities Paid
Next To Bus Lines
Quiet Neighborhood
$120.00/Weekly
Private Entrance

Free Cable, AIC
And Heat

0

:::;

$650.00/Rent
$400.00/Deposit

z

Call (813) 735-6013

_.

Section 8 Duplex

:::l

Quiet 2 Bedroorn/1 Bath
Washer/Dryer

w
z
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1919 E 137th Ave

0

$650.00/Monthly

a:
0_.
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Fenced Yard

Call (813) 562-3848

(813) 478-1286

Central @ 1-275
AIC, Cable, Phone

All Utilities Included
CallY &V Now
(813) 259- 4663

Kitchen, Ceiling Fans

www.myfinancialconnections.com

$100.00 And Up Weekly

West Tampa

West Tampa

Ybor Area

$100.00 - $125.00/Weekly

2 Bedroom/1 Bath

A/C, Cable, Phone

Duplex

Queen Beds

CHA, Utility Room, WDH,

Kitchen, Ceiling Fans

$625.00 Monthly

$75.00/Deposit
$1 00.00 And Up Weekly
(813) 317-9872

Accepting 2, 3, And 4
Bedroom Vouchers
CHA, WDH
Large Backyard

w

Nice Area

11:

Call (813) 789-3879

IN~

I

Tarpley's A/C LLC
Sales & Service
New& Used
Financing Available

:.1

Tom's Mobile
Auto Repair
Check Engine Light On?
Call (813) 368-5037
All Makes And Models
48 Years Experience
Reasonable Prices
Section 8 Welcome

Call (813) 238-7884

tja813@llve.com

Lie #CAC1815130

Includes All Utilities

Call (813) 223-5214

Duplexes

AIR

I CONDITION

$85.00 Deposit

Room For Rent

3 And 4 Bedroom

!

Queen Beds,

Near Armenia
Fu.rnished

Section 8 Only
0 Deposit

AUTOMOBILE
_
REPAIRS

A Month
Room For Rent

South Of 1-275

Call (813) 956-5607

Brandon Courtesy .
Toyota Today!
9210 Adamo Drive
Tampa, FL 33619
Call Benjamin
(813) 21 Q-2871
Or Mike (813) 390-Q632
@

As Low As $400.00

2102 Palmetto Street

~

Boarding House
Rooms For Rent

(813) 598-4262

$350.00.Deposit

0
N

(813) 598-4262

It's Your Time To Ride
Come Get Your Vehicle

$85.00 Deposit

No Deposit

~

Need A New Or
Used Vehicle?

Busch Gardens Area
Plant City
Fair Grounds

Furnished, CHA

::::c

w

For Listing
Call 800.366-9813
Ext K456

Please Leave A Message

Kitchen, Ceiling Fans

Small 2 Bedroorn/1 Bath

m

Room For Rent

8.5%APR

Police Impounds

(813) 872":"7514

Furnished
Rooms For Rent

$100.00 Per Week

_.

@

$1 00.00/Weekly
Ms. Jackson
(813) 735-8288
(413) 563-2263

30 Yrs/Oider Preferred

CHA, Fenced

m

$75.00/Weekly

$75.00 To Move In

Queen Beds

Duplex

i=
w
_.

$1 00.00 Move In

No Overnight Guest

A/C, Cable, Phone

w

:::l
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Preferably Men

Call (813) 965-5931

:::l

1-

36 Months

1 Week Free

Hillsborough & Himes

$575.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit

0

Cars From $29.00/Monthly!
Weekly Rent

Allowed
Clean 2 Bedroom/1 Bath

z

~

Rooming House

Cable & Personal Fridge
Call (813) 545-8074

Complete Air Conditioning
"LOOK" Special

& Heating Service

SSI, Fixed Income

On All Makes And Models

Big Rooms For Rent
Various Locations

Large $125.00/Weekly

$375.00/Monthly

$125.00/Deposlt

Includes Cable TV

Small Room

RUDY'S REPAIR
SERVICE

$25.00/Key Deposit

Call (813) 620.1866
LIC #CAC 1814465

Beds
Twin

$ 60.00.

Full

$65.00

Queen

$75.00

King
For Sale Used AIC
Condensing Units

$115.00/Weekly

Also Available

$115.00/Deposit

Two - 1 Bedroom

2 Ton - $350.00

Older adults Preferred

Apartments

3 Ton - $400.00

Bunk Beds

$ 1.10.00 & Up
$150.00

Call (813) 31D-0991

Must Be Employed

$575.00/Monthly

4 Ton - $500.00 & More

Or Receiving Benefits

Includes All Utilities

Used Compressors

No Drugs Or Kids Allowed

And Cable

90 Day Warranty

813-431-1310

(813) 325-6499

Call (863) 224-3019

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS
11tl_j·~·l•t.f.JJ.t .•

-t

II ELECTRICAL II II

CARPET
CLEANING

C.C.'s Carpet Cleaning
1 -3 Rooms

JU N K CARS

We Buy Junk

Residential And
Commercial Complete
Electrical Service

Cars And Trucks

Breaker Panels

(813) 966-3501

CALL J.R.

ONLY - $24.95
No Hidden - CHARGES!

II II

Joanne Smith

Vehicle Lockouts

Helps All Problems

Tire Changing

Removes Bad Luck

Fuel

Service Upgrades

We Buy Junk Cars
Trucks And Vans

Any 3 Rooms

Call Rufus
Electric Contracting

Only $60.00

(813) 348-6148

Call (813) 784-8339

1 Hour Dry Time

Lie #ER13013733

CLEANING
SERVICE

HANDYMAN

II

And Tile, Repairs

In Any Condition

General Plumbing

Perfect - Not So Perfect

Phone (813) 872-0927
Or (813) 404-9778

Sister Grace
1907 East Fletcher

Plumbing Services

Palm, Card Reader

z
::!
z

Spiritual Cleansing

rI.

Title - No Title
No Problem- Any Shape!!

HAULING

Top$$$
Call (813) 335-3794

II

Reasonably Priced

Love/Marriage

Free Estimates

Health And Business
Special Readings $5.00

MAC DADDY

No Job Too· Big Or Small

Lawn Service And

As Low As $30.00

Complete Clean-Up

(813) 285-4674

We Haul: Debris, Limbs

SALON

II

II

Need A Break

237~8033

Lie# FTA430861

Ill

DNA

LEASE
PROPERTY

II

On Insurance?
Church Site

SR22 And FR44

1 ,36.8 Square Feet

Title Service

Corner Of MLK

II

JUNK CARS

We Come To You!
Results In 3 Days
Legal Or Personal Testiflg
Payment Plans
· 24-Hour Service
Monday - Saturday
DLM-DNA Testing Services
(813) 928-2753
Dlmservices91 @yahoo.com
Now Servicing Nationwide
1-888-651-5777
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FREE HOME PHONE

Specials

With Public Assistance

c
~
)>
z

For 30 Days

"'T1

Micros

$99.00

Kinky Twist

$99.00

C/)

Wash-N-Set

$25.00

Relaxer

$45.00

Barber, Stylist And
Braider Needed

C ·

::z:J
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813-546-2692
813-222-0195 .

$ 80.00
$5.00 & Up

1st Floor

c
m
<
m

At MLK & Central
Collect Calls On Your Cell
From County Jail
$2.25 Per Call

Ample Parking

DNA Testing
Paternity T~st

z

II II TELEPHONE II

Barber Cuts

And Highland

(813) 988-2857
(813) 310-8608

II

::!

Natural Roots Hair Salon
(813) 770-7039
(813) 977-2723

Sew-In Weave

We Also Offer
Call: (813)

Phone (813) 245-9761

II

Insurance Plus

Now Accepting
Ages 0 - 13 Years
Breakfast, Lunch
And Snacks Provided

r
r

m

Phone (813) 506-9239

And Furniture
Call Pam @ 813-508-9199

II

m
c

Call Hank (813) 325-2147

Or Anything Else ·

Licensed Riverview

Marilyn's Family
Home Daycare

m

Nature, Advise On

"We Do Best For Less"

Construction, Garbage

m

Evil Spells, Restores Lost

Sewer Repairs

II

~
C/)

Removes Bad Luck

Custom Plumbing

LAVVN
SERVICE

"'T1

r
0

::z:J

Installation, Repairs,

Furniture, Tree Debris

INSURANCE

call (813) 785-1996
Prayer Also

Upgrade Tubs, Sinks, Etc.

II

All Junk Removal

Daycare And After School

To All Things

Expert In Roofing

Commercial Properties

II

God Is The Key Answer

Installation Of Kitchen Sink

We Specialize lo

(813) 418-9655

II

Spiritual Counseling

I Buy Cars

Home Additions And More

II

To Remove, Put Back

And Cabinets

Drywall, Driveways

For Residential And

0

(813) 410-0061

Reasonable Rates

DAVCARE

II

PLUMBING

Gil Robinson Plumbing

24/7- Free Towing

. DJ's Home Repair

Veiga Cleaning Services
4202 Richmere Street
Tampa, Fl 33617

1 \)

0
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And Etc.,

$275.00 - $1 ,000.00

II

-.....

Prophetess Annie Mae

We Buy Junk Cars

II

Phone (813) 401-1213
Gloria Gass
Director of Oper~tions
Ar;td Owner
Gloriagss@ gmail.com

CaiiTheo
(813) 900-D522

We Pay More

Call (813) 380-3837 To
Schedule An Appointment

(,.)

Lucky Numbers
By Phone
1-888-839-9888
1-512-586-3696

Weekend Specials

Sunrise Carpet Cleaning

)>
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Evil, Reunites Lovers

D~livery

Jump Starts

Junk Cars

Lights, Outlets

-~

-t

Lock Out Services

And Receptacles
(813) 325-4330

II II SPIRITUALIST II

LOCK
SERVICE

c
-m
C/)
c

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$
Up to $1 ,500.00

II

Call Frank J. Vacanti
(813) 223-4633
Offices For Professional
Services Businesses
480 SF Suite

For Junk Cars, Trucks
Vans And Motorcycles
Running Qr Not
We Pick Up Any
Junk Metal/Appliances
For FREE!
7 Days A Week
(813) 695-2438

$445.00/Monthly
675 SF Suite
. $675.00/Monthly
$400.00/Deposit
Utilities Not included
7901 N. Nebraska Avenue
On Hillsborough River

II

TUTORING

II

100 0/o

Achieve
JutoringFor
nts In K
~

Q

m
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
LA\\' OFFI C E OF

VVHIDDEN BROWN P.L.

State & Fed. W. C. Claims
* Certified by Michi~an State University
* All Job-Related InJuries ·
* Change Treating Physicians
* Collect Back Pay
* Hostile Work Environment
* W.C./ Race Discrimination

ATTORNEYS AT LAvV
M IAlvtl - TAi\ \ PA
Bond Motions
Criminal
Probation Vtolations
Drug Offenses
p.
Fraud/Tbeft
Homicide/VIolenfCrlme
Sex Offenses
(813)
DUIJBUI

Defense &
•
erson al I nJUry

272- 2200

3.800

<\uto Accidents
Motorcycle Accidents
· BoatlngAccidents
WrongfuiDeatbCiaims

FREE CONSULTATION!

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

(Except For PUJe Title VII Cases)

Free lnfonnation CoJJ:<rning Qualifications & !:'xperienco A\'llilable Upon Request The Hiring Of
AnA!iomey Is An Important D<cision That Should Not Be Based Solely Upon Advertisements Before You
D<cidc, Ask Us To Send Yoo Free Written Information.

CHE LOPARDO,
·. . i'
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P.A.

1 . \ !' . I l

FELONY • TRAFFIC

DUI • MISOEMEANOR
BOND/ROR $249
VOP $249-$949
EXCLUDES COSTS
(TRANSCRIPTS.
SUBPOENAS, ETC.)

Arrested and Concerned
About Your Legal Rights?
Call Tanya Dugree

FREE. INITIAL
CONSULTATION

(813) 418-5253

(813) 350-7923

Payment Plans Availllblc
With NO CREDIT CHECK

PAYMENT PLANS/VISA/MASTERCARD
Tho hiring or an attorney is an in1portant decision_
Before you decide to hire a lawyer to whom you are.
being
!llat laW)Iel for qua1illcatlons and
experience in WTiting.
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Out Bad Debt!

Get Rid Of:
1. Judgments
2. Liens
3. Bills
4. Unsecured Debts

:::::)
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~
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$500.00 Plus Filing Fees & Costs

c

FREE CONSULTATION

w
:::t:

Call (813) 223-1200Tampa
(727) 209-0814 Clearwater/St.

tn
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''CALL RICKY"
AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:
Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?

-

-. CALL RICKY

~----

1

(813)

l__,.. _ _ _

892-8193 ;

-~-

- -

--------~-
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__ _.

Or Email: callrickywilliams@gmail.com
Available 24 HrsJDay • FREE Consultation

m

/

RICKY E.

WILLIAMS
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Licensed
Mortgage
Broker

_

I
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1499 Tampa.Park Plaza

i=

Tampa, Florida 33605
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. ~ Organic Hair And Skin Products System ·

0

Phone: (813) 223-6151 _
Fax: (813) l21-8229
yolandaintpa@aol.com

lfYou Have Hair loss, Severe Dandruff Or lfYou Suffer
From Psoriasis Acf!e Or Eczema Then This Money ~ack .
·
Guaranteed Product Is For You.

..J
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Moses Medina
(813) 532-1474
(813) 263-4975 Cell

E-Mail: admin ~,aJ sielosrx .com
Website:www.sielos rx.com
www. b aldnomo re.com

Check Us Out
On

Facebook ·

BLICATION DEADLINES

Edition· Thursday@ 12:00 P.M.
Friday Edition • Monday @12:00 P.M.

UCOIUia•

t:

Specializing In

·~ Packages

Include:
~~
Customized_Theme Weddings &IBl~.cJ(dlrGfls
Floral Arrangements, Chair
Dinnerware, Limousine Service, cs;a~;eM~

FREE Consultation.~
For Specials And Discounts

Marrio (813) 317

&

Follow Us
On Twitter At

jt:•"•'••,Q:
' ~:·.·~
~,1 .,

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$8.00 • 1·20 Words And 50$ For Each
Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Each Time You Publish Your Ad

ww\v.twitter.com/
FLSENTINELB

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

I

~--------------------------~

GEORGE E. SHAW
BAIL BONDS
Hillsborough County
(813) 391-2493
Polk County
328 Dorsett Avenue
(863) 678-0772
Lake Wales, FL 33853
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Creative Braids

1\)

0
.....

ProvidingA"2Day"
Braiding Certification Course

0

(State Certified - Rorida)

Get Started Today!!!!
Start A Braiding Business .. ..
Make Your Own Career. .. .
Make Great Money....
And Build Your Future!!!!

813-389-5644

Enroll Online: www.creativebraids.com
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4505 East Hillsborough Ave.

.e.

Tampa, Florida 33610
Phone: 813-828-4181
Open 7 Days A Week

V.rd~o
7 ~..8- .:3.!!!!!f>.:3 7

#>lro'«J19-"DWp#rq

1- l6x20 Wall Portrait
24-10x12 StorybookAJbum
100-4x5 Bridal Album ·
FREE Engagement Session
FREE PHOTO CD
·
FREE Wedding Video
UNLIMITED Time & Location

www.gpweddings.com

$79f). ()()+Tax
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• • • • • • • • Food For The Soul • • • • • • • • • •

Catering Available
• Chitterlings • BBQ Ribs &
Chops • Greens • Mac & Cheese
Fried Chicken • cobllllers
Fresh

en
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The Jewish
American Bar
-Association
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Umited Time Only
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GET NOTICED...
REEVE
REEVESPlUMBI

Place Your Ad In The ,
Business ·
Contact LaVora @{813} ·
Fax To: {813) 248·9218
or Email: ledwards@flsentinel.com

If You Or A Loved One Has Been
Seriously Injured Do To The
Negligence Of Another
You Will Get The TLC You Deserve.
See Your Physician Immediately,
, And Call For A lawyer.

1-877.JABA·123
(5222)

To Advertise In The Business Directory Call LaVora Or Betty At 813-248-1921.
DEADLINE For Placing Business Directory Ads Is FRIDAY AT 3P.M.
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I was born in New Orleans. My family:still lives here. We have to restore the Gulf communities

c

for the shrimpers, fishermen, hotel an,drestaurant owners who live and work here.
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- Iris Cross, BP Community Outreach
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Making This Right
Beaches
Claims
Cleanup
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·Economic Investment
· Environmental
Restoration
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Health and Safety
Wildlife
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No oil has flowed into the Gulf for weeks . But we know this is just the beginning of our
work. BP has taken full responsibility for the cleanup in the Gulf and that includes
keeping you informed.
'
·
Restoring Gulf Communities
We can't undo this tragedy. But we can· help people get back on their feet. We have
been working with impacted com'm unities since day one.

Partnering with local governments and community organizations, my job is to listen to
people's needs and frustrations and find ways to help. We have 19 community centers
and teams in four states,listening and helping .
Restoring The Economy
BP is here in Gulf communities w itn shrimpers, fishermen, hotel-and restaurant owners,
helping to ma ke them whole .

More than 120,000 claim payments totaling over $375 million have already gone to people
affe cted by the spil l. We have committed a $20 billion independent fund .to pay all legitimate
claims, including lost incomes untii people impacted can go back to w ork. And none of this
w ill be paid by taxpayers .
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BP has also given grants of $87 million to th e states to help tourism recove r and bring
people back to the Gulf beaches.
Restoring The Environment
,.
We're goi ng to kee p looking for oil an d;cleaning it up if w e find it. Tea ms wi ll remai n in
place fo r as long as it ta kes to restore trre Gulf Coast.
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And we've dedicated $500 millioh. to ~ork with local and national scientific experts on the.
·
impact of the spill and to restore environmental damqge.
Thousands of BP employees have their roots in the Gulf. We support over 10,000 jobs in
the region and people here are our neighbors . We know we haven.'t always been perfect,
but we will be here until the oil is gone and the people and businesses are back to normal.
We will do everything we can 't o make this right.
For general information visit: bp.com
For help or. information : (866) 448-5816
. i

restorethegul~ . gov

Facebook::.BPAmerica
Twitter: ~BP:...America
You Tube: . BP·· ,,- ·
For claimsdn'f o'rmation visit: bp.com/claims

floridagulfre;~on~e. com
© 2010 BP, E&P
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